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Abstrat
The study of Finite Size Eets in Quantum Field Theory allows the extration
of preious perturbative and non-perturbative information. The use of saling fun-
tions an onnet the partile ontent (sattering theory formulation) of a QFT to its
ultraviolet Conformal Field Theory ontent. If the model is integrable, a method of
investigation through a nonlinear integral equation equivalent to Bethe Ansatz and
deduible from a light-one lattie regularization is available. It allows to reonstrut
the S-matrix and to understand the loality properties in terms of Bethe root ongu-
rations, thanks to the link to ultraviolet CFT guaranteed by the exat determination
of saling funtion. This method is illustrated in pratie for Sine-Gordon / massive
Thirring models, larifying their loality struture and the issues of equivalene be-
tween the two models. By restrition of the Sine-Gordon model it is also possible to
ontrol the saling funtions of minimal models perturbed by Φ(1,3).
1 Introdution
Finite Size Eets (FSE) are widely reognized to play an important role in modern Sta-
tistial Mehanis and Quantum Field Theory (QFT). From a statistial point of view,
it is known that no phase transitions take plae in a nite volume system. For example,
the spei heat c(T ), that is divergent at the ritial point in innite volume, looses it
divergene if the system has nite size; one observes only a rounded peak in the plot of
c(T ) versus T (see g.1). Moreover, there is only an interval around ritial temperature
Tc where the FSE are relevant. Out of this interval, they are negligible (beause only near
Tc the orrelation length is omparable with the size of the system). The interesting fat
is that spei heat (and other ritial quantities) have a saling behaviour (i.e. varying
the size L) that is xed by the (innite size) ritial exponents (see [1℄). This is a general
fat: as argued in [2℄, the UV behaviour of the saling funtions (see later) is xed by the
onformal dimensions of the operators that belong to the universality lass of the ritial
point (i.e. the CFT desribing the ritial point of the statistial system).
Also in QFT interesting phenomena appear. If the spae-time geometry is a ylinder of
irumferene L, Casimir eets hange the energy of a two body interation, beause par-
tiles interat in the two possible diretions, as shown in g. 2. New radiative orretions
to the self-energy of a propagating partile may appear beause of the losed geometry.
For example, a massive partile propagating in a nite 1+1 dimensional spae-time, with
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Figure 1: Spei Heat near a phase transition point in innite volume (dashed line) and in nite
volume (solid line)
periodi boundary onditions in the spae diretion and an innitely extended time dire-
tion will have its propagator renormalized by the ontributions of radiative orretions,
as depited in the seond ylinder of g.2. While on an innite spae only loal virtual
emissions are allowed, on a ylindrial geometry one an oneive virtual emissions that
travel around the whole ylinder before oming bak to the bare partile. Of ourse they
are exponentially depressed if ompared to the traditional loal emissions, therefore, if
the ylinder is large, their ontributions to the self-energy of the propagator is negligible.
However, if the ylinder irumferene L is small enough, there is room left by Heisenberg
priniple for suh virtual objet to travel around the world and ome bak from the other
side, thus giving new ontributions that modify the self-energy.
Lüsher [3, 4℄ has estimated the relevane of suh a phenomenon by omputing the
orretions to the mass of the partile due to FSE. For a massive self-interating boson
with φ4 potential in 3+1 dimensions, they are represented by
∆M(L) = − 1
16π2
3
mL
∫
dy e−
√
m2+y2F (iy) +O(e−
√
3
2
mL)
m is the physial mass of the partile in innite volume; F is the analyti ontinuation of
the forward elasti sattering amplitude S with inoming momenta p1, p2 and outoming
momenta p3, p4
F (ν) = S(p1, p2|p3, p4)
where ν = ω(p1)ω(p2)−p1·p2
m
and ω(p) =
√
m2 + ~p2. Saddle point integration peaks a ontri-
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Figure 2: Radiative orretions to the self energy of a partile in nite volume
bution from around y = 0, so that the result is
∆M ∝ e
−mL
L
√
mL
+ ...
A very useful appliation of this estimate shows up in lattie QFT alulations. For
example onsider a 4 dimensional lattie, of lattie spaing a, on whih you want to perform
Montearlo simulations of QCD. The lattie sizes are T ×L×L×L, with, say, L = 20a. In
lattie QFT, the disretization of spae is to be intended as a regulator, i.e. it is equivalent
to the introdution of a momentum uto Λcut ≈ 1a whih must be muh larger than the
typial hadron masses, if we want to get reliable data from the lattie. For example, we
an hoose a < 0.1 fm (1 fm = 10−13 m); then L = 20a = 2 fm, whih is omparable with
the proton radius (Compton wavelength). The proton in suh a lattie is squeezed, whih
means that the FSE are relevant. One way to overome this diulty is to build larger and
larger omputers, whih, as history of the last 20 years indiates, goes to introdue other
sorts of diulties of nanial, tehnial and also prinipal nature. The other possibility,
at the ost of a penil, is to be able to ompute the FSE saling of quantities related to the
proton, from whih we an extrat physial data even from suh small latties. Of ourse
nobody is nowadays able to estimate with auray the L dependene of quantities in a
formidable problem like QCD, but progresses have been made in two dimensional QFT's,
some of them sharing interesting phenomena with QCD or other interesting realisti 4
dimensional QFT's. In partiular, there are methods to exatly alulate the L dependene
of physial quantities in the lass of Integrable two dimensional QFT. This will be the main
topi of the present review.
Let us ontinue to analyze this lattie QFT example. Finite Size with periodi boundary
onditions implies quantization of momenta in units of order ∆p = 2π
L
≥ 600 MeV. Pions
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in suh a lattie (mπ = 139 MeV) have virtual proesses strongly aeted by FSE. This
illustrates a bit more numerially the observation about virtual proesses made above.
This disussion leads us to some important observations:
• As momenta are quantized, the energy spetrum for nite L is disrete
• FSE do not depend strongly on the lattie spaing a, they depend on the sale L≫ a
and beome irrelevant when L ≫ Compton wavelength of the lightest partile (of
mass m). Therefore the physial quantities may be expressed, up to overall fators
enoding their dimensionality, as dimensionless funtions of the dimensionless sale
l = mL. To suh objets the usual denomination of saling funtions is given.
• As L≫ a, FSE are relevant to renormalized QFT. l an play the role of dimensionless
sale parameter of a sort of Renormalization Group ow as we go to illustrate by the
following heuristi arguments:
 the limit l → 0 means or L→ 0 i.e. the ylinder shrinks to a line, and there is
no spatial dimension anymore, whih is an uninteresting unphysial situation,
or m → 0, whih means that the lightest partile mass beomes irrelevant
ompared to the energies in play in the system, whih is exatly the setup of the
ultraviolet (UV) regime. Therefore, the limit l → 0 reprodues the UV regime
of the model.
 the limit l → ∞ means or m → ∞, i.e. the situation where the masses of
the partiles are muh greater than the sattering transferred momenta, whih
denes the infrared (IR) region, or L→∞, i.e. the reonstrution of the QFT on
the innite volume. Note that these two limits are not in ontradition: atually
the theory on the whole innite volume is desribed in terms of the S-matrix,
whih is an intrinsially IR objet, in the sense that it desribes the sattering
of asymptoti partiles without looking at the details of the interation at short
range.
• Both the UV and IR limits thus identied are xed points of the QFT where the
Callan - Symanzyk beta funtion annullates. They are therefore sale invariant
points. Sale invariane in relativisti QFT often implies onformal invariane.
Therefore the UV and IR points of the ow obtained by varying l from 0 to ∞
are to be identied with Conformal Field Theories (CFT).
 In the ase of massive QFT, the IR CFT is trivial. The CFT desription is useful
in this ase only at the UV point, where the theory an be seen as a relevant
perturbation of a given CFT. At IR instead, the most eetive desription is in
terms of the S-matrix.
 In the ase of massless (but not sale invariant) theories, both the UV and IR
points are nontrivial CFT's, and the saling funtions interpolate between the
physial quantities of these two CFT's.
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2 Exursus on the Renormalization Group in 1+1 di-
mensions
In this setion we quikly reall the main properties of a two-dimensional QFT under sale
transformations. In general a QFT is not invariant under sale transformations, due to the
presene of dimensionful parameters, appearing already at the lassial level or generated
by the renormalization proedure. To investigate this phenomenon it is useful to think in
terms of the so alled (Wilson) Spae of Ations [5, 6℄. Let us suppose that the ation
S =
∫
dDxL of a theory depends on a set of fundamental elds and their derivatives,
and on a set of dimensionless oupling onstants ~g ≡ (g1, ..., gn). The variation of the
Lagrangian density L(g1, ..., gn) under sale transformations x → x + dt x an be seen as
a transformation of the oupling onstants ~g → ~g′. Sale invariane in this ontext means
that under a sale transformation the point ~g remains unhanged. Sale transformations
indue a sort of motion in the n-dimensional spae of ouplings. Suh a spae is alled
usually the Spae of Ations. A trajetory in this spae is a funtion ~g(t) (running oupling
onstants). The variation of the Lagrangian is L(t+dt) = L(t)+∂µJµdt where Jµ = xνT µν
is the Nöther urrent assoiated to the sale transformation. The objet ∂µJ
µ = T µµ ≡ Θ is
the trae of the stress energy tensor (we shall always onsider in the following a symmetrized
improved stress energy tensor [7℄) and sale invariane, where Jµ satises a ontinuity
equation ∂µJ
µ = 0, implies Θ = 0. For a general trajetory ~g(t) the stress energy tensor is
not traeless. The Callan - Symanzyk beta funtion is dened as
βi(~g) ≡ dgi
dt
(1)
and an be interpreted as a sort of veloity eld of the theory in the ation spae. Let
us onsider one oupling for simpliity. Imagine to be at a ertain point in the spae of
ations where the ation of the theory is haraterized by a parameter g0. Consider this
as a sort of initial ondition, and study the behaviour of the theory as t inreases.
• if β(g0) > 0 then g(t) is inreasing in a region near g0;
• if β(g0) < 0 then g(t) is dereasing in a region near g0.
Points g∗ where β(g∗) = 0 are alled xed points. They divide the spae of ations (one-
dimensional in this example) in distint regions of the g parameter. The running oupling
onstant keeps onned in one of these regions. Independently of the exat value of g0,
in a given region, the asymptoti value of g(t) for t → ±∞ is always given by the losest
values of g where β(g) = 0. There are two types of xed points:
• a xed point g∗ is infrared (IR) if, starting from a value g0 of the oupling near it,
one reahes it for t→ +∞. (β ′(g∗) < 0).
• a xed point g∗ is ultraviolet (UV) if, starting from a value g0 of the oupling near
it, one reahes it for t→ −∞. (β ′(g∗) > 0).
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In the ase with more parameters all the beta funtions have to annullate simultaneously
in a xed point. Given the initial onditions ~g = ~g0 there exists a unique trajetory, as
the equation (1) is a rst order linear dierential equation. The trajetory ~g(t) is often
referred in the literature as the Renormalization Group (RG) ow.
The knowledge of the beta funtion is enough to reonstrut the behaviour of the theory
in a surrounding of the point g0 i.e. to have a omplete desription of the tangent spae
to the spae of ations in the neighborhood of g0. In suh tangent spae, the variation of
the Lagrangian an be expressed as a linear ombination of a base of elds identied as
the derivatives of the Lagrangian with respet to the oupling onstants gi
Φi =
∂L
∂gi
The trae of the stress energy tensor is a eld living in suh tangent spae
Θ(x) =
dL
dt
=
∑
i
∂L
∂gi
dgi
dt
=
∑
i
βi(~g)Φi(~g)
as it is a linear ombination of the elds Φi with oeients given by the omponents of
the beta funtion vetor. It is then obvious that Θ = 0 when and only when βi(~g) = 0,
whih means that the xed points of a QFT are sale invariant.
We go now to get an equation desribing the variation of the N point orrelation
funtions of generi elds Ai(x) of the theory 〈X〉 ≡ 〈A1(x1), ..., AN(xN )〉 along the RG
ow. It is known in the literature as the Callan-Symanzyk equation. We present here a
derivation inspired by A. Zamolodhikov [8℄. The variation of orrelation funtions under
sale transformation an be desribed in two equivalent ways
1. apply the variation to all elds in the orrelator
δ〈X〉 ≡ δ〈A1(x1), ..., AN(xN)〉 = δ
∫ DϕA1...AN e−S[φ]
= δ
∫ Dϕ [∑k A1...δAk...AN e−S −A1...AN e−SδS]
The variation of a generi eld Ak under sale transformation is given by the global
dilation of oordinates and by the intrinsi variation of the eld due to its ingeneering
(lassial) dimension Dk
δAk = dt(x
µ
k∂
k
µ +Dk)Ak
The variation of the ation is atually given by the insertion of the trae of the stress
energy tensor into the orrelator
δS =
∫
d2yΘ(y)
Therefore
δ〈X〉 = dt
(∑
k
(xµk∂
µ
k +Dk)〈X〉 −
∫
d2y〈XΘ(y)〉
)
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2. alternatively one an vary the elds and the ation with respet to the ouplings gi
δ〈X〉 =
∑
i
βi(~g)
∂
∂gi
〈X〉
but
∂
∂gi
〈X〉 =
∑
k
〈A1, ..., ∂Ak
∂gi
, ..., AN〉 −
∫
〈XΦi(x)〉d2x
Be areful, in these formulae, not to onfuse summations over i, that run in the
tangent to the spae of ations and summations over k that run over the points xk
in the orrelator. Putting together the piees, one gets
δ〈X〉 =
∑
i
∑
k
〈A1, ..., ∂Ak
∂gi
, ....AN 〉 −
∫
d2y〈XΘ(y)〉
Combining the two methods one arrives at the so alled Callan - Symanzyk equation for
the 1+1 dimensional RG of QFT[∑
k
(
xµk
∂
∂xµk
+ Γk(~g)
)
−
∑
i
βi(~g)
∂
∂gi
]
〈X〉 = 0
where ΓkAk(xk) =
(
Dk +
∑
i βi(~g)
∂
∂gi
)
Ak(xk) is the so alled anomalous dimension of the
eld Ak.
In partiular the dimensions of the perturbing elds Φi are given by
Γ(~g)Φi(x) =
∑
j γ
j
i (~g)Φj(x) =
(
Dk +
d
dt
)
∂L
∂gi
= ∂
∂gi
(2L+Θ) =
∑
j
(
2δji − ∂βj∂gi
)
Φj(x)
Applying this to the trae of the stress energy tensor Θ =
∑
i βiΦi one gets ΓΘ = 2Θ.
This, ombined with Lorentz ovariane, implies that also the other omponents of the
stress energy tensor have the same anomalous dimension 2. This is also the ingeneering
dimension of the stress energy tensor, whih means that the stress energy tensor does not
develop an anomalous dimension and keeps its lassial dimension also at the quantum
level. This is a fat ommon to all onserved urrents.
The most exiting result known in the study of two-dimensional Renormalization Group
is undoubtedly the Zamolodhikov -theorem [9℄. Here we do not reprodue the entire
argument leading to this theorem (see the original paper [9℄ for a demonstration). We only
oer the statement of the theorem in its full generality.
-theorem: In any unitary QFT2 a funtion c(~g) exists, suh that:
1. it is dereasing along the RG ow:
dc
dt
≤ 0;
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2. it is stationary in the xed points ~g = ~g∗, i.e. dc
dt
∣∣
~g∗
= 0 if and only if ~g∗ is a xed
point of the RG ow, i.e. βi(~g
∗) = 0.
3. in suh xed points ~g∗, the funtion c(~g) xes ompletely the two-point orrelators
of the stress energy tensor. Introduing the oordinates
z = x1 + ix2 z¯ = x1 − ix2
and the notation T = Tzz, T¯ = Tz¯z¯, Θ = Tzz¯ = Tz¯z = Tµµ one has Θ = 0 beause the
xed point is sale invariant and
〈T (z, z¯)T (0, 0)〉 = c/2
z4
〈T¯ (z, z¯)T¯ (0, 0)〉 = c/2
z¯4
〈T T¯ 〉 = 0 (2)
where c = lim~g→~g∗ c(~g). The onstant c is often alled entral harge and is a har-
ateristi of the theory at the xed point.
As we have seen that theories are RG ows from UV to IR xed points when t goes from
−∞ to +∞. This theorem means that, for unitary theories
cUV ≥ cIR
whih is the simplied form frequently mentioned in the literature.
3 Conformal Field Theory
In the previous setion we have seen that the RG xed points orrespond to values of
the parameters of a theory where sale invariane is guaranteed. Sale invariane implies
under quite general assumptions a larger invariane, known as onformal invariane. In
this setion we summarize the main results in the treatment of onformal invariant theories
(CFT) in two-dimensions, as developed in the fundamental work [10℄.
3.1 The Virasoro algebra and the Hilbert spae
In two dimensions any analyti transformation of o-ordinates z = x1+ix2 and z¯ = x1−ix2
is a onformal transformation. The improved stress energy tensor obeys the ontinuity
equation ∂µT
µν = 0 and is symmetri T µν = T νµ. If we add the requirement of sale
invariane, i.e. of null trae T µµ = Θ = 0, we end up, in two dimensions, to have only two
independent omponents T = Tzz =
1
4
(T 11 − T 22 + 2iT 12) and T¯ = Tz¯z¯ = 14(T 11 − T 22 +
2iT 12), for whih the ontinuity equations read
∂z¯T (z, z¯) = ∂zT¯ (z, z¯) = 0
expressing that T and T¯ are funtions only of z and z¯ respetively: T = T (z) and T¯ =
T¯ (z¯). The theory separates into two non-interating parts with dependene on z and z¯
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respetively. In what follows we shall onentrate on the z part, although all statements
an be repeated for the z¯ part too.
The stress-energy tensor is the generator of onformal transformations, in the sense
that if we take its Laurent expansion
T (z) =
∑
n∈Z
Ln
zn+2
i.e. Ln =
∮
0
dz
2πi
T (z)zn+1 (3)
then the mode Ln generates the innitesimal onformal transformation z → z + εzn+1
(analogous expansion holds for T¯ (z¯) with modes L¯n). In partiular L−1 generates the
translations in the z diretion, L0+ L¯0 generates the dilations, L0− L¯0 the rotations. One
an write down onformal Ward identities, that, one integrated, give the operator produt
expansion (OPE) for any eld with the stress-energy tensor. In partiular the OPE of T
with itself reads as
T (z)T (w) =
c/2
(z − w)4 +
2T (w)
(z − w)2 +
∂T (w)
z − w + regular terms (4)
The number c is alled onformal anomaly or often entral harge and plays a entral role
in the following. Eq.(4) implies for the modes (3) the Virasoro (V) algebra
[Lm, Ln] = (m− n)Lm+n + c
12
(m3 −m)δm+n,0 (5)
where the onstant c appears in the entral extension term. The algebra of the full on-
formal group (do not forget the z¯ part) is then V ⊗ V¯ . We shall use the so alled radial
quantization, where the time is taken as log |z|. In this desription L0+ L¯0 is the Hamilto-
nian, and its eigenvalues must be bounded by below. All the states of a CFT must lie in
some irreduible representation of the algebra V ⊗ V¯. The representations we need must
have L0 and L¯0 eigenvalues bounded by below, i.e. they must ontain a so alled highest
weight state (HWS) |∆〉 for whih
L0|∆〉 = ∆|∆〉 , Ln|∆〉 = 0 , n > 0 (6)
These representations are known as highest weight representations (HWR). The irreduible
representations of V are labelled by two numbers; for HWRs these are c and ∆. We shall
denote the HWRs of V by Vc(∆). For a given theory, c is xed by eq.(4), then the Hilbert
spae H of the theory is built up of all possible representations Vc(∆) at xed c, eah one
with a ertain multipliity:
H =
⊕
∆,∆¯
N∆,∆¯Vc(∆)⊗ V¯c(∆¯) (7)
If a ertain Vc(∆) ⊗ V¯c(∆¯) does not appear, then simply N∆,∆¯ = 0. The numbers N∆,∆¯
ount the multipliity of eah representation in H, this implies they must always be non
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negative integers. They are not xed by onformal invariane. Constrains on them arise
from other physial requirements suh as loality [12℄ or modular invariane [2℄.
From eq.(4) one easily omputes the two point orrelator of the stress energy tensor,
and omparing with eq.(2) it turns out that c is exatly the value of the c(~g) funtion of
the -theorem at this partiular xed point.
Any state |s〉 ≡ |∆, ∆¯〉 in the theory an be put in 1 to 1 orrespondene with
a eld through the formula |s〉 = As(0, 0)|0〉, where the vauum |0〉 is projetive (i.e.
L0, L¯0, L±1, L¯±1) invariant. In partiular the HWS (6) orrespond to some elds φ∆,∆¯(z, z¯)
that transform under the onformal group as
φ∆,∆¯(z, z¯) =
(
∂z′
∂z
)∆(
∂z¯′
∂z¯
)∆¯
φ∆(z
′, z¯′) (8)
They are alled primary elds. Their OPE with the stress-energy tensor is given by
T (z)φ∆,∆¯(w, w¯) =
∆φ∆,∆¯(w, w¯)
(z − w)2 +
∂wφ∆,∆¯(w, w¯)
z − w + regular terms (9)
Applying this formula to the vauum and using (3) we go bak to (6). A basis for all
the other states of the theory (alled seondaries) an be obtained by applying strings of
Ln, n < 0 to |∆〉. The ommutation relations imply
L0L
k
n|∆〉 = (∆ + nk)Lkn|∆〉 (10)
Therefore L0 eigenvalues organize the spae Vc(∆) (often alled a module) so that the
states lie on a stair whose N-th step (alled the N-th level) has L0 = ∆+N
states level L0
...... ... ...
L−3|∆〉 , L−2L−1|∆〉 , L3−1|∆〉 3 ∆ + 3
L−2|∆〉 , L2−1|∆〉 2 ∆ + 2
L−1|∆〉 1 ∆ + 1
|∆〉 0 ∆
(11)
All the elds orresponding to the HWR Vc(∆) are said to be in the onformal family [φ∆]
generated by the primary eld φ∆.
3.2 Unitarity
We said that for a given theory, c is xed by eq.(4). Conversely, we an ask how many
theories are there at a ertain value of c. The answer to this question for all c's is what is
alled lassiation of CFTs.
As a rst step towards this lassiation, one an ask to desribe how many HWR
Vc(∆) are there at a xed c. In general any value of c and ∆ ould work, but if we require
unitarity, i.e. absene of negative norm states, then we an state the following results[11℄:
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1. for c < 0 no representation is unitary
2. for 0 ≤ c < 1 the following set of Vc(∆) is unitary
c = 1− 6
p(p+ 1)
, p = 2, 3, 4, ... (12)
∆ = ∆rs =
[(p+ 1)r − ps]2 − 1
4p(p+ 1)
1 ≤ s ≤ r ≤ p− 1 r, s ∈ Z (13)
3. for c ≥ 1 all representations are unitary
Therefore a theory ontaining negative ∆'s or c is automatially non-unitary. Unitarity
is an essential requirement in string theory. Also many statistial systems enjoy it, but
there are well known ases (perolation, Lee-Yang edge singularity) where unitarity does
not hold (i.e. the Hamiltonian is not real).
3.3 The OPE-algebra and orrelation funtions
All elds in a CFT are expeted to obey a losed algebra under OPE
Ai(z, z¯)Aj(0, 0) =
∑
k
Bkij(z, z¯)Ak(0, 0) (14)
where i, j, k run over all elds (primaries and seondaries) of the theory. Conformal invari-
ane (via eq.(9)) redues the problem to the knowledge of the OPE-algebra among primary
elds and puts onstraints on the form of the funtions Bkij(z, z¯). The OPE-algebra of pri-
mary elds reads as
φi(z, z¯)φj(0, 0) =
∑
k
Ckijz
∆k−∆i−∆j z¯∆¯k−∆¯i−∆¯j [φk(0, 0)] (15)
where now the indies i, j, k run over all primaries of the theory and [φk(0, 0)] means
ontribution from the whole onformal family [φk], whih an be seen as an expansion
over all seondaries of [φk], whose oeients are also (in priniple) xed by onformal
invariane. The only objets that remain unxed are the struture onstants Ckij. Were
these known, one ould redue via iterative appliations of OPEs (15) all the orrelators
among primaries to 2 and 3 point funtions, whih are xed by projetive invariane
〈φ1(z1, z¯1)φ2(z2, z¯2)〉 = δ12z2∆112 z¯2∆¯i12 (16)
〈φ1(z1, z¯1)φ2(z2, z¯2)φ3(z3, z¯3)〉 = C312zγ1212 zγ1313 zγ2323 z¯γ¯1212 z¯γ¯1313 z¯γ¯2323 (17)
where zab = za − zb, γab = ∆c − ∆a − ∆b with a 6= b 6= c and a, b, c = 1, 2, 3. Correlators
among seondaries ould be redued to orrelators among primaries via the OPE (9). So,
at least in priniple, all orrelators in the theory are omputable: the theory is exatly
solvable. Unfortunately in most ases we do not know the onstants Ckij. Constraints on
Ckij ome from the requirement of assoiativity of the OPE-algebra, whih is equivalent to
ask duality of the 4-point funtions. So in general Ckij an be omputed if we know the
4-point funtions.
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3.4 Null vetors and minimal models
It an happen that in a ertain HWR a seondary state |χ〉 (to be alled null vetor)
satises L0|χ〉 = (∆ + N)|χ〉 and Ln|χ〉 = 0, n > 0. This means that |χ〉 behaves like
a primary state. This apparent ontradition is solved by saying that the HWR is not
irreduible. Taking |χ〉 ≡ 0 (that an always be done onsistently as it is easy to prove
that 〈s|χ〉 = 0 for all |s〉 ∈ HWR, inluding |χ〉 itself) we get rid of the representation
embedded in the HWR. If there are more than one null vetor, we repeat this proedure
until we have leaned the representation from all null vetors. What remains is a true
irreduible module Vc(∆) that an be used to build up a CFT.
When null vetors appear, they give onstraints in the form of partial dierential equa-
tions on the orrelators of primary elds. Indeed, onsider a orrelator 〈χ(z)φ1(z1)...φn(zn)〉
where φi(zi) are primary elds and χ(z) is a null vetor in the onformal family [φ].
Then χ(z) is a seondary of φ(z) and eq.(9) (or more preisely the onformal Ward iden-
tity obtained by it) implies the existene of a suitable dierential operator D suh that
〈χ(z)φ1(z1)...φn(zn)〉 = D〈φ(z)φ1(z1)...φn(zn)〉. On the other hand χ ≡ 0, so that we have
D〈φ(z)φ1(z1)...φn(zn)〉 = 0 (18)
whih is a dierential equation to be satised by the orrelators among primary elds. This
onstraint an be so powerful to selet a nite number of primary elds under whih the
OPE-algebra loses. In this ase only a nite set of Vc(∆) are used to build up the model.
We shall speak in this ase of a minimal model of V. Minimal models exist for c < 1 only
(there is a theorem by Cardy [2℄ that prevents from the possibility to onstrut a model
with nite number of Vc(∆) for c ≥ 1). More preisely unitary minimal models an exist
only for the values of c = 1
2
, 7
10
, 4
5
, 6
7
, ... given by the formula (12) and they an be built up
using only the Vc(∆) representations suh that ∆ is ontained in the Ka-table given by
eq.(13).
The dierential equations (18) redue, in the ase of 4-point funtions and after mapping
z1 → 0, z2 → 1, z4 →∞, to ordinary fuhsian dierential equations in z ≡ z3. In the ase
of minimal models a solution to these equations an be given [12℄. This means that the
Ckij an be omputed, and so exat solvability of the minimal models is ensured.
3.5 CFT on a ylindrial geometry and FSE
The mapping of the omplex plane into a strip of thikness L with periodi boundary
onditions is a onformal transformation, realized by the mapping
z = e
2pi
L
u , z¯ = e
2pi
L
u¯
(19)
with u = τ + iσ and u¯ = τ − iσ, where τ ∈]−∞,+∞[ is the ylinder time and σ ∈ [0, L[
the ylinder spae. Under onformal mappings, the stress energy tensor transforms as
T (z) =
(
∂u
∂z
)2
T (u) +
c
12
[
∂3zu
∂zu
− 3
2
(
∂2zu
∂zu
)2]
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Consequently, the modes of T on the plane map on those on the ylinder aording to
T (u) = − c
24
+
∑
n∈Z
Lne
inu
i.e. they beome Fourier modes on the ylinder. The radial quantization in z briey
mentioned above beomes in this ylindrial ontext a usual time ordering quantization.
Periodi boundary onditions mean T (u+L) = T (u). The physial interpretation of modes
on the ylinder is that total energy and momentum of the system are given by the zero
modes
E =
2π
L
(L0 + L¯0 − c
12
) , P =
2π
L
(L0 − L¯0)
Therefore a state |∆, ∆¯〉 on the ylinder represents a state of given energy and momentum
E =
2π
L
(∆ + ∆¯− c
12
) , P =
2π
L
(∆− ∆¯)
In partiular the vauum of a unitary theory (∆ = ∆¯ = 0) has energy
Evac = − πc
6L
given by the Casimir eet of being on a nite and periodi geometry. We see that the
onstant c has the physial meaning of measuring this Casimir eet.
3.6 Integrability of CFT
CFT is an integrable QFT. This an be shown by expliitly onstruting an innite set of
onserved harges. Dene the harges
Is+1 =
1
L
∫ L
0
dσ Ts(u) =
∮
dz Ts(z)
where the urrents Ts(u) are time ordered (in τ time) polynomials in T and its derivatives
at level s in the Verma module of the identity operator. One an show that if s is odd, all
the Ts elds at level s an be arranged to be total derivatives of some Ts−1 and therefore
their integrals Is+1 are trivially zero. Nontrivial integrals of motion generated by T exist
only for even s. At a given level there an be more than one monomial in T and its
derivatives, the most general urrent will be a linear ombination of these. If we require
that the orresponding harges ommute with all the ones at smaller values of s then the
oeients turn out to be xed in a unique way, thus giving a sequene of urrents, one
for eah even level s, that are in involution, i.e mutually ommute. This atually denes
an integrable QFT. Here are the rst few urrents of this kind.
T2(u) = T (u)
T4(u) =: T (u)
2 :
T6(u) =: T (u)
3 : + c+2
12
: (∂uT (u))
2 :
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et... Of ourse a similar sequene of integrals I¯s+1 holds also for T¯ . Note that the rst
urrent is T itself. Therefore, energy and momentum are onserved quantities belonging
to this set, and build up a vetor of spin 1. All the other harges, as they ommute with
the Hamiltonian, are also onserved harges in an innite sequene of higher and higher
odd spins.
Of ourse, if the model possesses higher symmetries (like in W -algebras or in WZW
models) there an be other sets of onserved urrents and the sequene of spin of the
onserved harges ould be dierent.
3.7 =1 Conformal Field Theory
A partiular example of CFT that will be used frequently in the sequel of this review is
the ase of the so alled massless free boson ompatied on a target spae of a irle of
radius R. Here we give a brief summary of suh a c = 1 CFT. The Lagrangian is taken to
be
L = 1
8π
∫ L
0
∂µϕ(σ, τ)∂
µϕ(σ, τ)dσ , σ ∈ [0, L] , (20)
where L is the spatial volume (i.e. the theory is dened on a ylindrial spae-time with
irumferene L). The superseletion setors are lassied by the Û(1)L × Û(1)R Ka-
Moody symmetry algebra, generated by the urrents
J(z) = i∂zϕ , J¯(z¯) = i∂z¯ϕ .
where we have mapped the ylinder bak to the plane aording to eq.(19). The left/right
moving energy-momentum tensor is given by
T (z) =
1
8π
∂zϕ∂zϕ =
∞∑
k=−∞
Lkz
−k−2 , T¯ (z¯) =
1
8π
∂z¯ϕ∂z¯ϕ =
∞∑
k=−∞
L¯kz¯
−k−2
The oeients Ln and L¯n of the Laurent expansion of these elds generate two mutually
ommuting Virasoro algebras. If the quasi-periodi boundary onditions are required for
the boson
ϕ(σ + L, τ) = ϕ(σ, τ) + 2πmR , m ∈ Z ,
then the setors are labelled by a pair of numbers (n, m), where n
R
(n is half integer beause
of the loality, see later) is the eigenvalue of the total eld momentum π0
π0 =
∫ L
0
π(σ, τ)dσ , π(σ, τ) =
1
4π
∂τϕ(σ, τ) ,
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and m is the winding number, i.e. the eigenvalue of the topologial harge Q dened by
Q =
1
2πR
∫ L
0
∂σϕ(σ, τ)dσ .
In the setor with quantum numbers (n, m), the salar eld is expanded in modes as
follows:
ϕ(σ, τ) = φ(z) + φ¯(z¯) ,
φ(z) = 1
2
ϕ0 − ip+ log z + i
∑
k 6=0
1
k
akz
−k ,
φ¯(z¯) = 1
2
ϕ0 − ip− log z¯ + i
∑
k 6=0
1
k
a¯kz¯
−k ,
where the left and right moving eld momenta p± (whih are in fat the two U(1) Ka-
Moody harges) are given by
p± =
n
R
± 1
2
mR . (21)
The Virasoro generators take the form
Ln =
1
2
∞∑
k=−∞
: an−kak : , L¯n =
1
2
∞∑
k=−∞
: a¯n−ka¯k : ,
where the olons denote the usual normal ordering, aording to whih the osillator with
the larger index is put to the right.
The ground states of the dierent setors (n, m) are reated from the vauum by the
(Ka-Moody) primary elds, whih are vertex operators of the form
V(n,m)(z, z) =: exp i(p+φ(z) + p−φ¯(z)) : . (22)
The left and right onformal weights of the eld V(n,m) (i.e. the eigenvalues of L0 and L¯0)
are given by the formulae
∆± =
p2±
2
. (23)
The Hilbert spae of the theory is given by the diret sum of the Fok modules built over
the states
|n, m〉 = V(n,m)(0, 0) |vac〉 , (24)
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with the help of the reation operators a−k , a¯−k k > 0:
H =
⊕
(n,m)
{a−k1 . . . a−kp a¯−l1 . . . a¯−lq |n, m〉, k1, . . . kp, l1, . . . lq ∈ Z+}
The boson Hamiltonian on the ylinder is expressed in terms of the Virasoro operators as
HCFT =
2π
L
(
L0 + L0 − c
12
)
, (25)
where the entral harge is c = 1. The generator of spatial translations is given by
P =
2π
L
(
L0 − L¯0
)
. (26)
The operator L0 − L¯0 is the onformal spin whih has eigenvalue nm on the primary eld
V(n, m).
One an also introdue twisted setors using the operator T that performs spatial
translations by L: x → x + L. The primary elds V(n,m) as dened above satisfy the
periodiity ondition T V(n,m) = V(n,m). If the more general twisted boundary ondition
labelled by a real parameter ν is required
T V(n,m) = exp (iνQ) V(n,m) ,
then it is possible to generate superseletion setors for whih n ∈ Z+ ν
2π
.
It is important to stress that a partiular c = 1 CFT is speied by giving the spetrum
of the quantum numbers (n,m) (and the ompatiation radius R) suh that the orre-
sponding set of vertex operators (and their desendants) forms a losed and loal operator
algebra. The loality requirement is equivalent to the fat that the operator produt ex-
pansions of any two suh loal operators is single valued in the omplex plane of z. This
ondition, whih is weaker than the modular invariane of the CFT, is the adequate one
sine the theory is onsidered on a spae-time ylinder and we do not wish to dene it on
higher genus surfaes.
By this requirement of loality, it was proved in [13℄ that there are only two maximal
loal subalgebras of vertex operators: Ab generated by the vertex operators
{V(n,m) : n, m ∈ Z} ,
and Af generated by
{V(n,m) : n ∈ Z, m ∈ 2Z or n ∈ Z+ 1
2
, m ∈ 2Z+ 1} .
Other sets of vertex operators an be built, but the produt of two of them gives a nonloal
expression.
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4 Perturbed Conformal Field Theory
In the previous setions we have seen that a QFT an be thought as a RG ow in the spae
of ations, and its UV and IR points orrespond to sale invariant CFT. We have then
onentrated on CFT and explored its properties. Armed with this new insight we may
wonder if the CFT data are able to predit some piee of information about the theory out
of the xed points.
We may think to dene a QFT as a deformation of a ritial CFT by some operators
[14℄, i.e. to assume as ation the following expression
S = SCFT +
n∑
i=1
λi
∫
d2xΦi(x) (27)
Of ourse, the lass of QFT2 is larger than the one desribed by this sort of ation. Nev-
ertheless, this lass of the so alled Perturbed Conformal Field Theories (PCFT) is very
important beause most of the preditions an be done working in this realm and many
appliations to the viinity of ritial points in the theory of ritial phenomena an be
desribed by this lass of ations.
Lorentz invariane in 1+1 dimensions is equivalent to rotational invariane in the 2
dimensional spae one a Wik rotation is performed. Hene, to ahieve Lorentz invariane
we must require that the elds Φi are salars under 2 dimensional rotations, i.e. their
onformal spin ∆i− ∆¯i must be null, whih implies ∆i = ∆¯i. Their anomalous dimensions
are therefore 2∆i.
4.1 Relevant, Irrelevant and Marginal Perturbations
Let us onsider the simple ase of one single perturbing eld Φ, of left onformal dimension
∆. The oupling λ is therefore dimensionful, with saling dimension y = 2 − 2∆. Renor-
malization is needed [15℄, and an be ahieved by introduing a dimensionless oupling g,
a mass sale µ and a renormalized eld Φ(x, g) by the relations
g = µ−yZgλ , Φ(x) =
√
ZΦΦ(x, g)
where Zg and ZΦ are renormalization prefators olleting all innite ontributions.
g = 0 is a xed point, beause the interation perturbing term disappears and one is
left with the pure SCFT . The eld Φ =
∂L
∂g
must have a limit in the unperturbed CFT, say
Φ0, with
Γ(0)Φ0 = γ(0)Φ0 = 2∆Φ0 (28)
We are asking whih are the onditions on the eld Φ that guarantee that the xed point
at g = 0 is an UV one, from whih the RG ow atually gets out and, inreasing t goes
to some IR destiny. To have this, g must inrease towards an IR xed point g∗, and the
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anomalous dimension of Φ hanges aording to the already seen formula
Γ(g)Φ =
(
2− ∂β
∂g
)
Φ (29)
Putting together eqs.(28) and (29) we an ompute the rst order of the beta funtion:
β(g) = yg + O(g2). The nature of the xed point (UV or IR) is hosen by the sign of the
rst derivative of β(g), as we saw in setion 2. y = β ′(0) > 0 only if ∆ < 1.
Fields are lassied with respet to the RG group as
• relevant if ∆ < 1. If suh a eld perturbs a onformal ation, it reates exatly the
situation desribed above, i.e. the theory starts to ow along a RG trajetory going
to some IR destiny.
• irrelevant if ∆ > 1. Suh elds orrespond to non renormalizable perturbations
whih desribe the neighborhood of IR non trivial xed points. Usually one speaks
of an attration eld better than a perturbing one. We shall not deal with this ase
in the following, but the interested reader may onsult, for example [16℄ to see some
possible appliations of this situation.
• marginal if ∆ = 1. These are further distinguished by the behaviour of higher
derivatives of the beta funtion
 if they stay marginal at all orders in perturbation theory, they are alled truly
marginal, and desribe deformation of a CFT leading to another CFT with the
same value of the entral harge. They identify a submanifold of CFT in the
spae of ations.
 if instead the anomalous dimension beomes smaller than 2 at higher orders in
perturbation theory, the elds are alled marginally relevant. They provide a
perturbation of CFT dening a non sale invariant theory, but the perturba-
tion theory is muh more ompliated and in partiular the smoothness of the
deformation of the Hilbert Spae is no more valid. This sort of UV limit, that
Lüsher dened as singular many years ago, is typial of the asymptotially free
theories and hene very interesting for the properties that suh theories share
with QCD.
 nally there an be some marginally irrelevant elds, dening a non renormal-
izable attration to an IR no trivial point of partiular theories
4.2 Conformal Perturbation Theory
In a PCFT it is natural to dene a Conformal Perturbation Theory (CPT). This is a
perturbation theory where the unperturbed part of the ation is not taken, as usual, to
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be the free part, but better the CFT at UV. A general orrelator 〈X〉 of a string of elds
X = A1...AN expresses as
〈X〉 =
∫
DϕXe−S[ϕ] =
∫
DϕXe−SCFT−λ
∫
d2xΦ(x)
and expanding in powers of λ one an express 〈X〉 as a series of onformal orrelators (in
priniple omputable by CFT tehniques) with the insertion of the perturbing eld
〈X〉 =
∞∑
k=0
(−λ)k
k!
∫
〈XΦ(x1)...Φ(xk)〉CFTd2x1...d2xk
The possible IR divergenes of suh an expansion are ured if we put the theory on a nite
geometry, e.g. on a periodi ylinder as above. A full treatment and detailed expressions
for the oeients of the CPT on the ylinder are given in [17℄. CPT turns out to be UV
nite if y > 1 i.e. ∆ < 1
2
. For 0 < y ≤ 1 only a nite number of terms are divergent:
the ation (27) is super-renormalizable in this ase. One the divergenes ured (usually
analyti ontinuation in y does the job leanly) the series are onvergent within a nite
radius (whih is not the ase in general for perturbation series of higher dimensional QFT).
It an even happen that the IR point g∗ falls into the onvergene region, like it has been
shown in [8, 18℄ for the minimal models perturbed by Φ1,3 at large p. In this ase, one an
do preditions on the RG ow and follow saling funtions of physial quantities by use of
the CPT. In general, the radius of onvergene is too small to ontain the IR region of the
RG ow. Nonperturbative eets take plae and one has to resort to alternative methods
of alulation to study saling funtions in the IR regime in order to relate them to the
partile ontent of the theory.
For y = 0 one exatly gets the ase of an asymptotially free QFT. The perturbing oper-
ator is marginally relevant and the theory is renormalizable but not super-renormalizable,
i.e. there are in general innities at eah order, but they are ured by the insertion of a
nite number of ounterterms. Finally, for y < 0 the theory is non-renormalizable and
in general there are new innities and new ounterterms to be added at any order, thus
loosing preditability. However, in the ase of integrable theories, one an go a bit further
[16℄ in restriting the form of ounterterms and getting some physial information on the
attrating eld (these theories better desribe the attration to an IR point of a RG ow
by some irrelevant operator).
4.3 Integrability in PCFT
We have seen that any CFT is an integrable theory and possesses an innite set of mutually
ommuting harges. The perturbation (27) usually destroys suh onservation laws. It an
happen, however, that a subset of the loal harges of setion 3.6 keeps onserved beause
the modiation of the urrent due to the perturbation an still be arranged as total
derivative, thus reovering the ontinuity equation even o-ritiality. In more preise
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words, the equation ∂z¯Ts(z) = 0 valid in the unperturbed CFT is no longer valid o-
ritiality. It is deformed by ontributions oming from the perturbation series
∂z¯Ts = λR
(1)
s−1 + λ
2R
(2)
s−1 + ... + λ
NR
(N)
s−1 (30)
The elds R
(n)
s−1 must have, in the super-renormalizable ase, a limit in the unperturbed
CFT, dened by some eld in the algebra of elds of the CFT, with onformal dimensions
(∆(n), ∆¯(n)) appearing in the Ka table of primaries or seondaries. Dimensional balaning
of eq.(30) gives
∆(n) = s− n(1−∆) ∆¯(n) = 1− n(1−∆) (31)
where ∆ is the dimension of the perturbing eld Φ. This implies that the series (30)
atually trunates at some integer N , as onformal dimensions in a CFT are bounded by
below. In general there is only one eld in the Ka table ompatible with (31) appearing in
(30). In this ase we speak of a no-resonane perturbation. Conentrating on this simple
ase, where only R
(1)
s−1 appears with onformal dimensions (s− 1+∆,∆), we see that suh
eld must be a seondary of the perturbing eld Φ of spin s−1. It is obtained by applying
only left modes L−n to Φ. If the ombination of modes an be put in the form of
L−1 · (any ombination of strings of L−n's)
then, as L−1 ≡ ∂z, one an see that λR(1)s−1 = ∂zΘs−2 for some eld Θs−2 also in the
seondaries of Φ but one level below. Then eq.(30) boils down to a genuine ontinuity
equation
∂z¯Ts = ∂zΘs−2
guaranteeing a onservation of the harge
Is+1 =
∮
dz Ts(z, z¯) +
∮
dz¯Θs−2(z, z¯)
If suh a situation is realizable or not depends on the nature of the perturbation Φ.
A. Zamolodhikov [14℄ has given a suient but not neessary ondition to ensure the
presene of a onserved urrent, based on the analysis of the dimensions of subspaes of
the Verma modules of Φ and the identity. For details see the original artile [14℄.
Integrability of a two-dimensional massive QFT has strong impliations on the proper-
ties of its S-matrix [32℄.
1. the number of partiles is onserved in the sattering proess, there is no partile pro-
dution. Only exhanges of internal quantum numbers are allowed among partiles
in a multiplet;
2. the nal set of momenta oinides with the initial one: {p1, ...., pn}in ≡ {p′1, ...., p′n}out;
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3. the S-matrix for a proess with n inoming and n outgoing partiles fatorizes into S-
matries of 2 inoming and 2 outgoing partiles. To guarantee that the order of this
fatorization is irrelevant, the 2 partile S-matries have to satisfy a fatorization
equation known as Yang-Baxter equation (here 1,2,3 label the partiles and θij =
θi − θj , θi being the rapidity of partile i)
Sk1k2i1i2 (θ12)S
j1k3
k1i3
(θ13)S
j2j3
k2k3
(θ23) = S
j1j2
k1k2
(θ12)S
k1j3
i1k3
(θ13)S
k2k3
i2i3
(θ23)
The fatorizable S-matrix of an integrable PCFT an often be onjetured by the knowledge
of integrals of motion, that onstrain the bootstrap equations and by the Yang-Baxter
Equation itself, that imposes severe onstraints on the matriial form of Scdab(θ). However,
this onjeture has to be veried against independent heks. The partile desription of
the Hilbert spae must be linked with the onformal desription valid in the viinity of the
ritial point, otherwise one annot assert that the two theories dened as perturbation of
a CFT and as fatorized sattering theory are the same.
4.4 Saling funtions
One possible bridge between the two formulations  perturbed CFT versus Fatorizable
Sattering Theory  is given by FSE, more speially by the use of the so alled saling
funtions. We have seen that the energy of a state |i〉 on a ylinder of irumferene L in
CFT is given by
Ei = −πci
6L
with ci = c− 12(∆i + ∆¯i) (32)
It is obvious that when we move outside the ritial point suh energy level has a dierent
dependene on L. However, the overall 1/L dependene is xed by dimensional reasons, so
all the variation of the dependene must be onned in a dimensionless funtion that we
are free to normalize in suh a way that in the limit L → 0 it reprodues eq.(32). Being
dimensionless, suh a funtion an depend on L only in a dimensionless way, i.e. we are
fored to introdue a mass parameter m to ompensate for the physial dimension of L.
The dependene will be on a dimensionless parameter l = mL. This is very reminisent
of what already illustrated in the introdution and the disussions made there about the
UV and IR limits reovered for l → 0 and l →∞ respetively of ourse apply here as well.
They show that for eah state |i〉 in the theory there is a funtion ci(l) attahed to this
state in suh a way that its energy is
Ei(L) = −πci(l)
6L
suh that
• liml→0 ci(l) = ci = c − 12(∆i + ∆¯i) i.e. it reonstrut onformal data in the limit
l → 0;
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• it an help, in a manner that will beome apparent later, to extrat sattering data
in the limit l →∞
The fored introdution of a mass sale parameter should not surprise: we are atually
going out of a ritial CFT invariant point into a theory whih is not sale invariant. It is
therefore natural that a mass sale should be introdued.
To suh funtions ci(l) the name of saling funtions is usually given. The problem
to bridge between the PCFT and the Fatorized Sattering formulations of an integrable
QFT2 is reast into the omputation of suh saling funtions.
Of ourse, one way to ompute them, also in non-integrable theories, is to resort to CPT.
However, as already ommented, the validity of CPT is normally onned to a small radius
of onvergene that does not allow to make ontat with the IR region where sattering
theory is apparent. This justies the seek for the development of nonperturbative methods.
• The Trunated Conformal Spae Approah (TCSA) [33℄ onsists in diagonalizing the
trunated (E < Ecut) Hamiltonian HCFT + Vpert numerially. It is non-perturbative,
and appliable even to non-integrable QFT. However, it is aeted by trunation
errors that inrease with l and, being totally numeri, does not allow for any analyti
ontrol of the saling funtions.
• The Thermodynami Bethe Ansatz (TBA) [34℄ implements the thermodynamis of
a gas of partiles governed by the given S-matrix. The free energy an be exatly
omputed in terms of a set of oupled non-linear integral equations. Exhanging
the role of time and spae, suh free energy an be reinterpreted as a FSE Casimir
vauum energy where the role of L is played by the temperature. Reently also
exited states have been aessed with this method [36℄, that has been very popular
for the last ten years. The treatment of the vast literature on this method is out of
the sope of this review.
• In the next setions we shall illustrate an alternative method to obtain saling fun-
tions for an integrable model starting diretly from its denition as a QFT regularized
on a lattie. This method is know in QFT as Destri De Vega Non-Linear Integral
Equation (NLIE) from light one Bethe Ansatz [26℄, but similar equations have also
been derived in Condensed Matter Theory [35℄.
4.5 Sine-Gordon / massive Thirring models as PCFT
The sine-Gordon model, whih has been well known at the lassial level for the late fty
years, plays also an important role in quantum theory, thanks to its partiular properties
of non-linearity and integrability. It has been suessfully applied to very dierent setors
of Mathematis and Physis, ranging from partial dierential equation theory to parti-
le physis or solid state physis. Reent appliations of the lassial model are related
to nonlinear optis (resonant dieletri media) and optial bers, magneti properties of
polymers, propagation of waves in rystals, et... Interesting appliations of the quantum
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model are related to Kondo eet and to the thermodynamis of some hemial ompound,
as Copper-Benzoate Cu(C6D5COO)2·3DO2 [19℄. At the same time, the quantum theory
shows a phenomenology that is similar to the Skyrme model used before QCD era to
desribe barions and strong interations.
The most relevant properties of the model are
• at a lassial level, all the solutions of the equations of motion are known (exat
integrability via inverse sattering method)
• the lassial solutions desribe solitons, antisolitons and bound states (breathers); in
a sattering proess this solutions are transparent (it is the mathematial meaning
of soliton)
• it admits, both at a lassial and at the quantum level, a ountable innite set of
onserved harges
• the quantization of the theory desribes an interating partile with its antipartile
and, in a ertain (attrative) regime, bound states
• the S matrix has been exatly determined; only elasti sattering proesses an take
plae (i.e. no partile prodution), that is the quantum analog of the lassial trans-
pareny of solitons
The minkowskian Lagrangian of sine-Gordon theory is given by
LsG =
∫ +∞
−∞
(
1
2
∂νΦ∂
νΦ+
µ2
β2
: cos (βΦ) :
)
dx , (33)
where Φ denotes a real salar eld, while that of the massive Thirring theory is of the
following form:
LmTh =
∫ +∞
−∞
(
Ψ¯(iγν∂
ν +m0)Ψ− g
2
Ψ¯γνΨΨ¯γνΨ
)
dx , (34)
desribing a urrent-urrent selnteration of a Dira fermion Ψ. It is known that the two
theories are deeply related provided their oupling onstants satisfy
β2
4π
=
1
1 + g/π
.
For omparison with the Destri-de Vega nonlinear integral equation, it is important to deal
with ylindrial sine-Gordon and massive Thirring, i.e. the integrals in (33, 34) must be
taken in the interval [0, L].
The cos term in (33) an be onsidered as a perturbation of the c = 1 free boson
ompatied on a ylinder, as desribed in setion 3.7. Similarly the massless (m0 = 0)
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Thirring model is a c = 1 onformal eld theory and the mass term plays the role of a
perturbation. From Coleman's paper [20℄ it is known that orrelation funtions of the
perturbing elds Ψ¯Ψ and : cos βΦ : are idential, then both models an be onsidered as
the perturbations of a c = 1 ompatied boson by a potential V :
SsG/mTh = SCFT + V , V = λ
∫ (
V(1,0)(z, z) + V(−1,0)(z, z)
)
d2x , (35)
whih is related to the bosoni Lagrangian (33) by the following redenitions of the eld
and the parameters:
ϕ =
√
4πΦ , R =
√
4π
β
, λ =
µ2
2β2
. (36)
For later onveniene, a new parameter p an be dened by
p =
β2
8π − β2 =
1
2R2 − 1 . (37)
The point p = 1 (i.e. g = 0) is the free fermion point, orresponding to a massive Dira free
fermion. The partile spetrum of Sine-Gordon for p > 1 is omposed by the soliton (s)
and its antipartile, the antisoliton (s¯). It is known as repulsive regime beause no bound
states an take plae. p < 1 is the attrative regime, beause s and s¯ an form bound
states that are known as breathers. The values p =
1
k
, k = 1, 2, . . . are the thresholds
where a new bound state appears. The potential term beomes marginal when β2 = 8π
whih orresponds to p =∞. The perturbation onserves the topologial harge Q, whih
an be identied with the usual topologial harge of the Sine-Gordon theory and with the
fermion number of the mTh model.
Mandelstam [21℄ showed that a fermion operator satisfying the massive Thirring equa-
tion of motion an be onstruted as a nonloal funtional of a pseudosalar eld (boson)
satisfying the sine-Gordon equation. But the fermion and the boson are not relatively loal
and then do not reate the same partile (the two theories are not equivalent).
The dierene between them is that they orrespond to the perturbation by the same
operator of the two dierent loal =1 CFTs Ab and Af as in 3.7. The short distane
behaviour of the sG theory is desribed by the loal operator algebra Ab, while the primary
elds of the UV limit of mTh theory are Af .
Note that the two algebras share a ommon subspae with even values of the topologial
harge, generated by {V(n,m) : n ∈ Z, m ∈ 2Z}, where the massive theories desribed by
the Lagrangians (33) and (34) are idential. The well known proof by Coleman about the
equivalene of the two theories [20℄ holds exatly in this subspae. Figure 3 shows the four
setors where all the vertex operators live.
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n integer
m even
n integer
m odd
n half-integer
m even
n half-integer
m odd
II IV
I III
Figure 3: The family of vertex operators V(n,m) with n ∈ Z/2 and m ∈ Z. Setor I is the ommon
subspae. I and III are Af , that denes the UV behaviour of massive Thirring; I and II are Ab
that is the UV of sine-Gordon, IV is a setor of non mutually loal vertex operators.
5 Light-one lattie regularization of Sine-Gordon the-
ory
In this setion we present a lattie regularization of the Sine-Gordon model whih is par-
tiularly suitable to study FSE. It is well known to lattie theorists that there are many
ations on a lattie that all disretize the same ontinuum theory. This means that there
are many possible regularizations of the same theory. Lattie researhers are used to hoose
the ation on the lattie possessing the properties that best t their alulational needs. In
the present ontext what we would like to keep on a lattie disretization of Sine-Gordon
model is of ourse the property of integrability. The light-one lattie onstrution we are
going to illustrate is a way (not the unique!) to ahieve this goal.
5.1 Kinematis on light-one lattie
It is a usual way to regularize quantum eld theories by dening them on a spae-like
Hamiltonian lattie (where time is ontinuous and spae disrete) or spae and time-
like Eulidean lattie (when both spae and time are disrete). In statistial mehanis
this is not just a regularization method but an be a right mirosopi way to desribe
physial systems. In two dimensions, the most known approah is to dene a retangular
lattie with axis orresponding to spae and time diretions and assoiate to eah site an
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interation depending only on the nearest neighboring sites. In this ase the partition
funtion an be expressed in terms of a transfer matrix.
In what follows, a dierent approah [22℄ is adopted: Minkowski and Eulidean spae-
time an, in fat, be disretized along light-one diretions. Light-one oordinates are:
x± = x± t
and the hoie
M = {x± = a√
2
n±, n± ∈ Z}
denes a light-one lattie of events as in gure 4 (a) . They are spaed by a in the
spae and time diretions and by a/
√
2 in light-one diretions. At every event P ∈ M a
double light-one (in the past and in the future) is assoiated and only events within this
light-one an be ausally onneted (see g. 4 (b)). Then, any rational and not greater
than 1 speed is permitted for partiles, in an innite lattie. The shortest displaement
of the partile (one lattie spaing) is realized at speed ±1 and orresponds, from the
statistial point of view, to nearest neighbors interations. Smaller speeds an be obtained
with displaements longer than the fundamental plaquette, and orrespond to high order
neighbors interations. In quantum eld theory, these are nonloal interations. In the
(b)
x
t
a
P
(a)
Figure 4: (a) light-one lattie; (b) double light-one emanating from a point and high-order
interations (dashed)
following, only the loal ase (nearest neighbors) is treated. The nearest neighbors of the
event P are the four nearest points in the light-one diretions. This implies that partiles
an have only the speed of light ±1 and are massless. They are alled right-movers (R)
and left-movers (L).
In this ase, it is possible to introdue a useful language for onnetion with statistial
mehanis assoiating a partile to a link. Consider the two links in the future that ome
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out from an event P . Partiles R and L in P , by denition, are respetively assoiated to
the right-oriented link and to the left-oriented link. In this way, the state of a link is dened
to be the state of the point where it begins (also the opposite hoie, of onneting a link
with the site where it ends, an be done; it is simply a matter of onvention). For example,
if in a point O there is a partile R, one tells that the right-oriented link outoming from
it is oupied by R. This orrespondene of points and links is possible beause only loal
interations are assumed, and it is useful beause the ounting of states is simpler. In the
following, the lattie is assumed of a nite extent L = aN in spae diretion (N is the
number of sites, ounted in the spae diretion), with periodi boundary onditions, but
innite in time diretion. In this way a ylinder topology is dened for spae time. The
Hilbert spae of states in an event P is the tensor produt
H = HL ⊗HR
of R and L spae of states. The fat that partiles an be lassied in left and right does
not mean, in general, that the two dynamis are independent, as it happens in CFT.
Call |αLi, αRi〉 the generi vetor of a basis of Hi where i = 1, ..., N labels the sites.
The notation
|α2i−1, α2i〉 = |αLi, αRi〉
is useful and not ambiguous (even number refers to right, odd number refers to left). The
total Hilbert spae is:
HN =
N⊗
i=1
Hi
and a basi vetor an be represented by
|α1, α2〉 ⊗ ...⊗ |α2N−1, α2N 〉 = |α1, α2, ..., α2N〉 ∈ HN .
Note that in a N sites lattie, due to light-one, 2N labels are required. The state
|α1, α2, ..., α2N , t〉 is better thought to lie on links separating two lines of events. The
time slies t, t+ a
2
, t+ a are taken as represented in g.5. From this gure it is lear that
two dierent types of evolution operators an be dened, depending on the initial state:
U+ |α1, α2, ..., α2N , t〉 = |α′1, α′2, ..., α′2N , t+ a/2〉
U− |α′1, α′2, ..., α′2N , t+ a/2〉 = |α′′1, α′′2, ..., α′′2N , t+ a〉
(38)
where the initial states are hosen as in gure 5. They an be pitorially represented by
the links that have to be added to the time slie t to get t+ a
2
(for U+) and to t+
a
2
to get
t+ a (for U−)
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2Ν
+
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t
t+a/2
t+a
α α31 4α2α α
Figure 5: Partial evolution operators. The onvention used here for the labeling of states will be
used also in the following.
=U+
U      =
−
Shrödinger form of equations of motion is used, for a state in Hilbert spae.
1
The
global time operator an be hosen as
U = U+U− or U
′ = U−U+
depending on the initial state. For a onsistent quantum theory, both these operators must
be unitary. This is guaranteed if the assumption U †+U+ = U
†
−U− = 1 is made, that is the
elementary operators themselves must be unitary.
Another operator plays an important role and is dened as follows (the states are at a
ertain xed time):
V |α1, α2, ..., α2N , t〉 = |α2N , α1, ..., α2N−1, t〉 (39)
It orresponds to an half-spae shift in the spae diretion, with exhange of right and left
states (see the gure 6).
Two appliations of V give a shift by an entire lattie spaing, then V 2 is the lattie spae
evolution operator. Also V is a unitary operator. By using the pitorial representations
introdued above it is easy to onvine oneself that the following relations hold[
V 2, U±
]
= 0; U± = V U∓V
†. (40)
For example, start by taking U−. To obtain V U− one has to apply V after U−, whih
means shift the upper endpoints of U− by
a
2
towards right.
1
In Shrodinger form, if |α〉 is a state vetor, its time evolution is given by |α, t〉 = U |α, 0〉 where U
satises motion's equations: U = Te−i
∫
dtH
(Dyson's series)
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Figure 6: Half-shift operator
V  U       =
−
Now, by applying V † to the lower part of this drawing, i.e. shifting the lower endpoints
by
a
2
, one an see that V U−V
† = U+. Analogously, all the other relations an be proven.
As a onsequene of (40) the two prinipal unitary evolution operators, V 2 and U , are
ommuting: [
V 2, U
]
=
[
U, V 2
]
= 0.
It is natural to identify them as the exponential of the Hamiltonian operator, and the
exponential of the linear momentum:
U = e−iaH
V 2 = e−iaP .
(41)
There are other two important operators, dened as:
UR = U+V
UL = U+V
† (42)
They orrespond to one step evolution in light-one diretions. They are ommuting and
give the expressions:
U = URUL V
2 = URU
†
L
[UR, UL] = 0 U
†
RUR = U
†
LUL = 1
then, using also (41) yields:
UR = e
−ia
2
(H+P ), UL = e
−ia
2
(H−P ). (43)
5.2 Dynamis on light-one lattie
A dynamis an be dened by giving all the amplitudes of the dierent proesses that
an take plae on the lattie. The fundamental assumption is that at every site a whole
proess an happen, in the sense that if |αL, αR〉in and |βL, βR〉out are the inoming and
outgoing states in a ertain site, they an be onsidered asymptoti states and the transition
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amplitude is a (bare) S-matrix element. To eah site of the lattie, whih is the rossing
of 2 inoming and 2 outgoing lines, we assoiate a matrix given by the Boltzmann weights
of a vertex model
out 〈βR, βL |αR, αL〉in = RβR,βLαR,αL(λ) (44)
The parameter λ is the so alled spetral parameter of the R matrix of vertex models [23℄.
The R matrix an be pitorially represented by drawing the rossing where it is put and
labelling the external lines with the 4 indies of the matrix
R  
α  α 2
1
=
1
β   β 2
α α
β
1
β 21
2
The system is then dened via its mirosopi amplitudes, formally identied with the
Boltzmann weights of some lattie model. If the lattie model is integrable, its Boltzmann
weights, in the form of R matrix, satisfy Yang-Baxter equations, and our bare sattering
theory also does. This is the way integrability is implemented into the lattie denition of
the model.
From the denition (38) of evolution operators one an see that they are realized in
this ontext as produts of R matries
〈α1, α2, ..., α2N |U+ |β1, β2, ..., β2N〉 =
N∏
i=1
Rβ2i−1,β2iα2i−1,α2i(λ− λi) (45)
whih, in pitorial form, is nothing else than the already seen denition of U+, deorated
with indies. The operator U− an be obtained from (40). The produt is on all the
sites at a given time. The partiular hoie of the spetral parameter, with a orretion
(inhomogeneity) depending on the site will beome lear in a moment.
Apparently, this phenomenologial approah is quite unusual, beause in traditional
lattie quantum eld theory every site is assoiated with an interation potential (ex: φ4(i)
is the potential on the site i), not a whole sattering proess. This an appear as a sort
of marosopi approah, not based on fundamental interations. But the properties of
fatorizable sattering must be taken into aount. Fatorization of generi amplitudes in
2 → 2 partiles amplitudes is a sort of quantum superposition priniple and the remarkable
fat is that between one sattering and the other, the partiles are asymptoti ones, that
means that they are free. Every point ontains all the interation. This is what was
assumed in the denition of the lattie. Then it is perfetly justied that every site is
onneted with a whole 2 → 2 partile sattering proess.2
2
In the next paragraphs, it will be shown that, for the partiular ase of the 6 vertex R matrix, a more
traditional lattie QFT approah an be formulated, in terms of a fermioni eld.
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5.3 Eulidean transfer matrix
In order to relate the evolution operators to something omputable, we have to onsider
the Eulidean lattie vertex model transfer matrix. Consider a two dimensional Eulidean
square lattie, with periodi boundary onditions, in both the diretions. The links are
the physial objets of the system. They an be in dierent states belonging to the vetor
spaes A (horizontal) and V (vertial). In priniple, suh vetor spaes an be dierent, but
in the following they will be assumed as isomorphi. At every site we assoiate a Boltzmann
weight depending on the four links rossing at this site and on a spetral parameter λ (see
g. 7). The simplest ase is to take the same Boltzmann weights at all sites, but more
α
β
a w(ab|αβ, λ)=
(b)
1      2 ... N 1
1
2
...
M
1
b
(a)
Figure 7: (a) periodi (toroidal) square lattie; (b) Boltzmann weight for a site; the labels are:
a, b ∈ A, α, β ∈ V
general ongurations are possible. For our purposes it will be interesting to onsider the
ase with an inhomogeneity λi at eah site, where i is the olumn index (i.e. all the sites
on a olumn have the same inhomogeneity), in the sense that the Boltzmann weight in the
olumn i is taken to be w(ab|αβ, λ− λi) = Rβ ba,α(λ−λi). Also for the boundary onditions
it is possible to assume more general ongurations than the simplest one (i.e. toroidal
b..). Assume that between the olumn N and the N+1 (that is 1) there is a nontrivial
seam line, in suh a way that the Boltzmann weights on the olumn N (with respet to
the normal ones) are given by eiωbRβ ba,α(λ− λN). This hoie is made beause only the link
b rosses the seam line. It implements the so alled twisted boundary onditions (of ourse,
ω = 0 reprodues the periodi ase).
The objet of interest for us is the row-to-row transfer matrix. It is a produt of
onatenated R matries along a whole horizontal line of the lattie and desribes the
evolution from one time slie to the next in Eulidean lattie. For simpliity, let us insist
on the pitorial notation
t ( λ | {λ  } ) =i
...1 2 3λ λ λ Nλ
We have omitted the indies on the two rows to avoid useless heaviness of notation.
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This objet is well known in the statistial mehanis literature and for many integrable
models it an be diagonalized exatly by Bethe Ansatz methods, as we shall illustrate in
next setions. Unfortunately, it refers to a row-to-row evolution on an Eulidean lattie,
and not to the ase we are interested in of an evolution in tine in our light-one lattie. Is
there a way to relate this known objet to the operators U± or UL,R introdued above?
The trik omes eventually by onsidering a partiular distribution of inhomogeneities.
Compute the transfer matrix at a value Θ of the spetral parameter, and hoose inhomo-
geneities to be λi = (−1)i+1Θ. In this ase, all the R matries at odd sites are alulated
at spetral parameter 2Θ, while those at even sites are alulated at spetral parameter 0.
The nie fat is that, for all unitary R matries
Rβ1,β2α1,α2(0) = δ
β1
α1
δβ2α2
or in graphial form
R  
α  α 2
1
1
β   β 2
α α
β
1
β 21
2
(0) =
The transfer matrix t(Θ|{(−1)i+1Θ}) then turns out to be equivalent to the matrix
element of the operator U+ taken between two time slies of the light-one lattie, as it
appears learly from this pitorial representation
(Θ|{(−1)   Θ})  =t i+1 =   U  V  =  U+ L
Analogously the operator UR is realized by t
−1(Θ|{(−1)i+1Θ}). Diagonalization of t
gives therefore the eigenvalues of UR and UL whih are the exponentials of E + P and
E−P respetively. If we are able to ompute the eigenvalues of t, we are able to alulate
the energy levels and the total momenta of states in the theory dened on the light-one
lattie.
5.4 6 vertex model: main results
The theory developed up to now is general and not referred to a spei model. The
simplest non trivial ase is the 4 × 4 R matrix, orresponding to the hoie A = V. As
shown in [23℄, the most general solution is the so alled 8 vertex model. This name means
that only 8, between the 16 entries of the R matrix, are nonzero. A speial ase is the
6 vertex model, for whih many results have been obtained in the light-one desription:
this will be the prinipal objet in the following. The R matrix has the form (lower index
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are rows and upper index are olumns)
R(ϑ, γ) =


a
c b
b c
a

 (46)
There is a well known mapping between vertex models and spin hains (see [23℄), i.e.
the transfer matrix is the exponential of the quantum Hamiltonian of the hain:
t(N) = e−H .
In the ase of 8 vertex model, the Hamiltonian is the XYZ(1/2) hain, while in the speial
ase of 6 vertex, is the XXZ(1/2) hain. In what follows, this identiation an be useful
to interpret some fats onneted with Bethe Ansatz. The XXZ(1/2) hain Hamiltonian
is given by:
H =
N∑
i=1
[
σixσ
i+1
x + σ
i
yσ
i+1
y + (1− cos γ)σizσi+1z
]
and γ is the anisotropy. The σ are Pauli matries. The total z-omponent of the spin,
whih is a onserved quantity in this system, will play an important role in Bethe Ansatz.
It is possible to give a partile interpretation to the same R matrix (46) on the light-
one lattie. The simplest ase of partiles obeying Pauli exlusion priniple (fermions)
and without internal degrees of freedom (olor number) is assumed. This means that in
an event only one partile of type R and one L at most an take plae. In other words,
one link has two states: empty or oupied. At every point there are four links, that
means 16 possible ongurations assoiated to it. In terms of events, these are the possible
ongurations that onnet a point with the nearest neighbors in the future.
Assume now that only amplitudes that onserve the total number of partiles (R+L) are
non vanishing. This redues to 6 the permitted ongurations, as it is shown in the gure
8. This is simply the 6 vertex model whose R matrix is written in (46). The assumption
6ω ω ω ω ω ω1 2 3 4 5
Figure 8: 6 permitted amplitudes. Dots are partiles.
of integrability for this amplitudes gives the general six-vertex model. The requirement of
symmetry under parity transformation implies that ω3 = ω4 and ω5 = ω6. The onvention
adopted in (46) gives
b = ω3 = ω4, c = ω5 = ω6.
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This R matrix an be written in an operatorial form, by dening a lattie hiral fermion
ψA,n, with A = R,L, and n labels the sites. The antiommutation rules are the anonial
ones:
{ψA,n, ψB,m} = 0,
{
ψA,n, ψ
†
B,m
}
= δABδnm. (47)
This fermion has some interesting properties, that are exposed in the paper [22℄, and are
skethed in the following list:
1. the R matrix and all the other operators Uany an be written in an operatorial form
in terms of the fermion;
2. the lattie Hamiltonian, in the free ase ω1 = ω2 = b = 1, c = 0, an be expliitly
written; by this, the following dispersion relation an be obtained: E = ±k; this
is the dispersion relation for a free massless partile; the unusual fat is that it is
monotonous, then there is no doubling of fermions; this is a onsequene of the
non-loality of the Hamiltonian
3. the lattie Hamiltonian admits a ontinuum limit N → ∞ and a → 0 but with
L = Na xed; loality is reovered in this limit; the ontinuum equations of motion
are those of the massive Thirring model. The spae is ompatied on a ylinder.
In the ontinuum limit, the massive Thirring model emerges as the eld theory hara-
terizing the saling behavior of the dynamis on the lattie (remember that L is nite;
the saling behaviour is understood in terms of this L). We onlude that the theory
we have onstruted is a lattie regularization of the Thirring model suitable to study its
integrability properties.
5.5 6 vertex model: Bethe Ansatz
The assumptions of unitarity and hermitian analytiity will be taken into aount, for the
R matrix, and this requires that the variables in (46) must have the spei form:
a = a(ϑ, γ) = sinh(iγ − ϑ), b = b(ϑ, γ) = sinh ϑ, c = c(ϑ, γ) = i sin γ (48)
The transfer matrix dened by this R matrix an be diagonalized with Bethe Ansatz
method [37℄. In terms of the spin hain, this means that there are two operators, usually
indiated by B(ϑ) and C(ϑ), whose expression is known, and there is a referene state3
|Ω〉 suh that:
C(ϑ) |Ω〉 = 0
3
The referene state here is only a mathematial objet. Physially speaking, it orresponds to the
ferromagneti state with all the spins up.
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and
B(ϑ1)...B(ϑM ) |Ω〉 , (49)
for appropriate values of ϑj , is an eigenstate of the transfer matrix. The appropriate
values of ϑj an be obtained as the solution of a set of M oupled nonlinear equations,
that are alled Bethe Ansatz equations. In general, the transfer matrix ontains all the
onserved harges, in partiular the Hamiltonian. Then the Bethe Ansatz eigenstates are
also eigenstates of the Hamiltonian. The Hilbert spae of the theory and the ation of
onserved harges on it are then exatly known.
All this omputations for the 6 vertex model were performed in [23, 24, 25℄; the nal
results are written here for the eigenvalues τ(ϑ,Θ, ω) of the inhomogeneous and twisted
transfer matrix (here ϑ is the spetral parameter, Θ the inhomogeneity and ω the twist)
τ(ϑ,Θ, ω) = eiω [a(ϑ−Θ) a(ϑ+ Θ)]N
M∏
j=1
sinh γ
π
[
iπ
2
+ ϑj + ϑ
]
sinh γ
π
[
iπ
2
− ϑj − ϑ
]+
+e−iω [b(ϑ−Θ) b(ϑ+Θ)]N
M∏
j=1
sinh γ
π
[
i3π
2
− ϑj − ϑ
]
sinh γ
π
[−iπ
2
+ ϑj + ϑ
]
and the values of ϑj are dened by the set of oupled nonlinear equations alled Bethe
Ansatz equations: (
sinh γ
π
[
ϑj +Θ+
iπ
2
]
sinh γ
π
[
ϑj −Θ+ iπ2
]
sinh γ
π
[
ϑj +Θ− iπ2
]
sinh γ
π
[
ϑj −Θ− iπ2
]
)N
=
= −e2iω
M∏
k=1
sinh γ
π
[ϑj − ϑk + iπ]
sinh γ
π
[ϑj − ϑk − iπ]
where 2N is the length of the hain and N the number of sites in a row of the light-one
lattie. The ϑj are alled Bethe roots, and in priniple, an take any omplex value. But
there is a periodiity in their imaginary part:
ϑj → ϑj + π
2
γ
i (50)
then only a strip around the real axis must be taken into aount for the Bethe roots:
ϑj ∈ R× i
]
−π
2
2γ
,
π2
2γ
]
. (51)
Moreover, only the range 0 < γ < π will be examined.
The whole spetrum of the theory an be obtained using all the Bethe ongurations
having M ≤ N and ϑj 6= ϑk for every j 6= k. In general for a state with M roots the third
omponent of the spin of the hain is
S = N −M, (52)
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beause every operator B(ϑi) ounts as −1 spin.
This XXZ(1/2) hain has 2 states in every site, then 22N states in total. Then the
energy spetrum is upper and lower bounded. Changing the sign of the Hamiltonian gives
another permitted physial system. This means that there are two possible vaua. The
rst one is the so alled ferromagneti ground state, orresponding to M = 0 that is the
referene state |Ω〉 . It has spin S = N . The seond one is the antiferromagneti ground
state, that an be obtained with M = N and all the roots ϑi real. It has spin S = 0.
In what follows, only the antiferromagneti ground state will be onsidered, beause it
has one important property: in the thermodynami limit (N → ∞) it an be interpreted
as a Dira vauum (a sea of partiles reated by B) and the exitations on this vauum
behave as partiles.
The energy E and momentum P of a state an be read out by the transfer matrix
eigenvalues. The nal form is:
ei
a
2
(E±P ) = e±iω
M∏
j=1
sinh γ
π
[
iπ
2
−Θ± ϑj
]
sinh γ
π
[
iπ
2
+Θ∓ ϑj
] . (53)
Other integrals of motion an be obtained in a similar way by transfer matrix. Note that
the seond term in the transfer matrix expression vanishes beause b(0) = 0.
6 Nonlinear Integral Equation from Bethe Ansatz
In this setion the fundamental nonlinear integral equation driving sG saling funtions is
derived. In the literature it is known as Destri-de Vega equation. It was obtained rst in
[26, 35℄ for the vauum saling funtion. The treatment of exited states was pioneered in
[38℄ and rened in [27, 39℄, to arrive to the nal form, in [28, 30℄.
6.1 Counting funtion
It is possible to write the Bethe equations (3) in terms of a ounting funtion ZN(ϑ).
First, introdue the funtion
4
φν(ϑ) = i log
sinh 1
p+1
(iπν + ϑ)
sinh 1
p+1
(iπν − ϑ) , φν(−ϑ) = −φν(ϑ)
The oddness on the analytiity strip around the real axis denes a preise hoie of the
logarithmi branh. The ounting funtion is dened by
ZN(ϑ) = N [φ1/2(ϑ+Θ) + φ1/2(ϑ−Θ)]−
M∑
k=1
φ1(ϑ− ϑk) + 2ω (54)
4
In the following we use the parameter p = pi
γ
− 1. It will later turn out to be exatly the same as the
one introdued in (37).
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The logarithm of the Bethe equations boils down to the simple ondition
ZN(ϑj) = 2πIj , Ij ∈ Z+ 1 + δ
2
, δ = (M)mod 2 = (N − S)mod 2 ∈ {0, 1} (55)
The number Ij plays the role of a quantum number for the Bethe basi vetors (49) and it
must be hosen depending on the value of δ. Notie that δ and ω play a similar role, beause
both produe a shift in the quantum numbers Ij (if ω is absorbed in the denition of Ij):
in the rst ase the shift is exatly π, in the seond ase it is a real (possibly omplex)
number. This means that the variable δ an be absorbed in ω but the most onvenient
hoie is to use them both.
Observe that Bethe roots an be obtained as zeros of the equation:
1 + (−1)δeiZN (ϑj) = 0 (56)
6.2 Classiation of Bethe roots and ounting equation
From Bethe Ansatz it is known that a Bethe state (49) is uniquely haraterized by the
set of quantum numbers {Ij}j=1,...,M , M ≤ N that appear in (55). Notie that M ≤ N
means S ≥ 0. The values of ϑj to put in (49) an be obtained solving Bethe equations. It
is also known that only states with
ϑj 6= ϑi, ∀ j 6= i
are allowed. It is a sort of fermioni harater for Bethe states [29℄.
Bethe roots an either be real or appear in omplex onjugate pairs. In the spei ase
(3), there is another possibility, due to periodiity (50): if a omplex solution has imaginary
part Imϑ = π
2
(p+ 1) it appears as a single root (in (3) it produes the left hand side real,
then its omplex onjugate is not required). It is alled self-onjugate root. Remember now
that the maximal number of real roots (M = N) desribes the antiferromagneti ground
state. From the point of view of the ounting funtion, a more preise lassiation of
roots is required:
• real roots; they are real solutions of (55) that appear in the vetor (49); their number
is MR;
• holes; real solutions of (55) that do NOT appear in the vetor (49); their number is
NH ;
• speial roots/holes (speial objets); they are real roots or holes where the derivative
Z ′N(ϑj) is negative
5
; their number is NS; they must be ounted both as normal and
as speial objets;
• lose pairs; omplex onjugate solutions with imaginary part in the range 0 <
|Imϑ| < πmin(1, p); their number is MC ;
5
The harateristis of this type of solutions will be laried in the next setions.
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• wide roots in pairs; omplex onjugate solutions with imaginary part in the range
πmin(1, p) < |Imϑ| < π p+1
2
;
• self-onjugate roots (wide roots appearing as single); Imϑ = π p+1
2
; their number is
MSC .
The total number of wide roots appearing in pairs or as single is MW . The following
notation will be used (sometimes) for later onveniene, to indiate the position of the
solutions: hj for holes, yj for speial objets, cj for lose roots, wj for wide roots.
Complex roots with imaginary part larger than the self-onjugates are not required
beause of the periodiity of Bethe equations. A graphial representation of the various
types of solutions is given in gure 9.
pi
2
2γ
w1
Re 
w2
w
h h h h
3
1 2 3 4
c2
c1
µ
−µ
Im θ
θ
Figure 9: The dierent types of roots and holes and their position in the omplex plane. µ
denotes pimin(1, p). The upper line at π
2
2γ =
π
2 (p + 1) is the self-onjugate one.
An important remark must be done: from the denition of ZN (54) it is obvious that
only for states without omplex roots the fundamental strip for φν(ϑ)), that is the largest
strip around the real axis without singularities, is the fundamental strip for ZN . In all the
other ases the analytiity strip for ZN is narrower, and depends on the imaginary parts
of the omplex roots.
An important property follows from this lassiation: the ZN funtion is real analyti
if ω is a real number
ZN (ϑ
∗) = (ZN(ϑ))
∗
(57)
By onsidering asymptoti values of φν(ϑ) and ZN(ϑ) for ϑ → ±∞, it is possible to
obtain an equation relating the numbers of all the various types of roots. We refer the
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reader interested in the details of the derivation to [27, 30℄. Here we only mention the
nal result, in the form where the ontinuum limit N → ∞, a → 0 and L = Na nite, is
already taken
NH − 2NS = 2S +MC + 2 θ(p− 1)MW (58)
where θ(x) is the step funtion: θ(x) = 0 for x < 0 and θ(x) = 1 for x > 0. Reall that
S is a nonnegative integer. In the ase of ω = 0, it turns out that NH is even (MC is the
number of lose roots, and is even).
The most important fat is that the number of real roots does not appear in this
equation . This fat, together to what will be explained in the next paragraph, allows to
onsider the real roots as a sea of partiles (Dira vauum) and all other types of solutions
(holes, omplex) as exitations on this sea.
6.3 Non linear integral equation
Let xˆ be a real solution of the Bethe equation. Thanks to Cauhy theorem, an analyti
funtion f(x) on an appropriate strip ontaining the real axis admits the following repre-
sentation
f(xˆ) =
∮
Γxˆ
dµ
2πi
f(µ)
µ− xˆ =
∮
Γxˆ
dµ
2πi
f(µ)
(−1)δeiZN (µ)iZ ′N (µ)
1 + (−1)δeiZN (µ) (59)
where Γxˆ is a anti-lokwise urve enirling xˆ and avoiding other singularities of the
denominator, i.e. other Bethe solutions (real or omplex). In the region where φ1(ϑ) is
analyti, we an use (59) to write
MR+NH∑
k=1
φ1(ϑ− xk) =
MR+NH∑
k=1
∮
Γxk
dµ
2πi
φ1(ϑ− µ)(−1)
δeiZN (µ)iZ ′N(µ)
1 + (−1)δeiZN (µ) =
=
∮
Γ
dµ
2πi
φ1(ϑ− µ)(−1)
δeiZN (µ)iZ ′N(µ)
1 + (−1)δeiZN (µ)
(60)
The sum on the ontours was modied to a unique urve Γ enirling all the real solutions
xk, and avoiding the omplex Bethe solutions (this is possible beause they are nite in
number), as in the gure 10.
Clearly the Γ urve must be ontained in the strip
0 < η+, η− < min{π, πp, |Im ck| ∀ k}
Without loss of generality, assume that η+ = η− = η, and deform Γ to the ontour of the
strip haraterized by η. The regions at ±∞ do no ontribute beause of the vanishing
of φ′, then the integral an be performed on the lines µ = x ± iη, where x is real. After
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Γη
η
+
−
Figure 10: Contours for the integration. The rosses are roots while the irles are holes.
algebrai manipulations involving integrations by parts and onvolutions (for details see
[30℄) one arrives at a non-linear integral equation (NLIE) to be satised by ZN(ϑ)
ZN(ϑ) = 2N arctan
sinhϑ
coshΘ
+
NH∑
k=1
χ(ϑ− hk)− 2
NS∑
k=1
χ(ϑ− yk)−
−
MC∑
k=1
χ(ϑ− ck)−
MW∑
k=1
χ(ϑ− wk)II+
+2Im
∫ ∞
−∞
dρG(ϑ− ρ− iη) log (1 + (−1)δeiZN (ρ+iη))
The kernel
G(ϑ) =
1
2π
∫ +∞
−∞
dk eikϑ
sinh π(p−1)k
2
2 sinh πpk
2
cosh πk
2
, p =
π
γ
− 1 (61)
presents a singularity at the same plae where φ1(ϑ) does. Any analyti ontinuation
outside the fundamental strip 0 < |Imϑ| < πmin(1, p) (I determination region) must take
this fat into aount. The soure terms are given by
χ(ϑ) = 2π
∫ ϑ
0
dxG(x)
and
χ(ϑ)II =
{
χ(ϑ) + χ (ϑ− iπsign (Imϑ)) , p > 1 ,
χ(ϑ)− χ (ϑ− ipπsign (Imϑ)) , p < 1 .
is a modiation of the soure term due to the analyti ontinuation over the strip 0 <
|Imϑ| < πmin(1, p), i.e. in the so alled II determination region.
Suh equation is equivalent to the Bethe Ansatz, in the sense that, one solved, it gives
the ounting funtion from whih the Bethe roots an be reonstruted. One the Bethe
roots are known, one an use them into eqs.(53) to ompute the energy and momentum
for a given state.
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6.4 Continuum limit
Although suh NLIE is already a preious tool for the lattie model itself, its importane
beomes essential when a ontinuum limit is done.
The ontinuum limit must be performed arefully in the light-one lattie setup. As
already mentioned, one has to take N → ∞ (the so alled thermodynami limit of Sta-
tistial mehanis) and the a → 0 limit simultaneously, in suh a way that the produt
L = Na keeps nite. This is the way to implement nite size in the ontinuum theory,
removing all lattie artifats but without destroying the ylindrial geometry. However,
one an onvine himself, by performing alulations expliitly, that if the limit is taken by
keeping the Θ parameter xed, the lattie NLIE blows up to innity and looses meaning.
This reets the fat that the number of roots, and hene of Bethe equations goes as N
and beomes innite in the thermodynami limit, thus beoming intratable. However, as
already foreast in ref.[31℄, if one assumes a dependene of Θ on N of the form
Θ ≈ log 4NML. (62)
it is possible to get a nite limit of the lattie NLIE. This limit is exatly the one that
brings the lattie fermion introdued in 5.4 into the Thirring fermion on the ontinuum.
It is therefore very natural to give meaning to the ontinuum NLIE thus obtained as the
remnant of Bethe Equations for the renormalized QFT. Notie that sending Θ → ∞ in
this way naturally introdues a renormalized physial mass M.
The ontinuum ounting funtion is dened by:
Z(ϑ) = lim
N→∞
ZN(ϑ). (63)
We present here the ontinuum NLIE in its full generality
Z(ϑ) = l sinh ϑ+ g(ϑ|ϑj) + α + 2Im
∫ ∞
−∞
dxG(ϑ− x− iη) log (1 + (−1)δeiZ(x+iη)) (64)
where l =ML. The soure term g(ϑ|ϑj) is
g(ϑ|ϑj) =
NH∑
k=1
χ(ϑ− hk)− 2
NS∑
k=1
χ(ϑ− yk)−
MC∑
k=1
χ(ϑ− ck)−
MW∑
k=1
χ(ϑ− wk)II
The positions of {ϑj} ≡ {hj , yj , cj , wj} are xed by the Bethe quantization onditions
Z(ϑj) = 2πIj , Ij = Z+
1 + δ
2
The parameter δ an be both 0 or 1 in priniple. On the lattie it was determined by the
total number of roots, whih has beome innite here together with N . We shall see that
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loality implements restritions on δ. The vauum orresponds to a hoie δ = 0. The
parameter α takes into aount the twist
α = ω
p+ 1
p
+ π
p− 1
2p
(⌊
1
2
+
S
p+ 1
+
ω
π
⌋
−
⌊
1
2
+
S
p+ 1
− ω
π
⌋)
(65)
In (3) the twist term ω is invariant for the shift
ω → ω + π.
The same sort of invariane is required in α for the NLIE (whih is equivalent to Bethe
equations). It is simple to verify that the expression for α (65) displays the following
symmetry
α → α + 2π when ω → ω + π .
Note that shifting α by 2π is an invariane of the NLIE (64), if an appropriate redenition
of the Bethe quantum numbers is made: Ij → Ij + 1. This shift does not aet physial
quantities, that depend only on the variables ϑj . The untwisted ase orresponds to α = 0.
In pratial alulations, one starts from a Z(ϑ) without any roots other than the real
ones (i.e. the ounting funtion of the vauum). This will be a solution of (64) with
g(ϑ|ϑj) = 0. It an be got by numerial iteration starting from the driving term l sinhϑ.
The numerial onvergene is normally quite fast. It is more eient for large l, while it
beomes a bit slower in the region near l → 0. One the vauum Z(ϑ) is determined, one
an start xing the number of roots, holes, et... that must appear in a partiular state
he wants to study. This onguration must, of ourse, be ompatible with the ounting
equation (58). The rst trial positions for ϑj ∈ {hj , yj , cj , wj} will be determined by
the quantization onditions Z(ϑj) = 2πIj . The (integers or half-integers) numbers Ij are
hosen in priniple freely, but it turns out that some of them are onstrained in terms of the
others. In suh a way a rst trial of g(ϑ|ϑj) is reated and put into the NLIE. Iteration is
redone, in order to get a better approximation for Z(ϑ), from whih a better determination
of the positions of ϑj an be obtained again by using the quantization rules, whih in turn
gives a better g(ϑ|ϑj), and so on so forth, up to onvergene. All this proedure an be
done in few minutes of omputing on a typial Linux/Intel platform without resorting to
any superomputer or other tehnially advaned tool.
6.5 Energy and momentum expressions
With a proedure analogous to the one skethed above, i.e. apply the residue trik and
then do a ontinuum limit along the lines of the previous setion, it is possible to give
integral expressions for the energy and momentum. Starting from (53) one an isolate
an extensive (i.e. proportional to N) bulk term to be subtrated on the ontinuum. The
remaining nite part of the energy an be written in a form where the positions of the
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various kinds of roots and the funtion Z(ϑ) are the only inputs
E − Ebulk =M
(
NH∑
j=1
cosh hj − 2
NS∑
j=1
cosh yj −
MC∑
j=1
cosh cj +
MW∑
j=1
(coshwj)II−
−
∫ ∞
−∞
dx
2π
2Im
[
sinh(x+ iη) log(1 + (−1)δeiZ(x+iη))])
(66)
P =M
(
NH∑
j=1
sinh hj − 2
NS∑
j=1
sinh yj −
MC∑
j=1
sinh cj +
MW∑
j=1
(sinhwj)II−
−
∫ ∞
−∞
dx
2π
2Im
[
cosh(x+ iη) log(1 + (−1)δeiZ(x+iη))])
(67)
Therefore, one the Z(ϑ) and the ϑj positions are alulated by the numerial iterative
proedure illustrated above, it is suient to plug their values into the expressions (66)
and (67) to get the values of these quantities for the given state with the wanted auray.
These values are numerial but exat, in the sense that, although there is lak of a losed
formula for them, their omputation is done without any approximation other than the
tehnial ones introdued by the omputer trunations.
6.6 Physial interpretation
The limit proedure desribed in the previous setion is mathematially onsistent, but
the question is if from the physial point of view it desribes a onsistent quantum theory
and allows for a meaningful physial interpretation.
First of all, an important remark must be made about the allowed values for the XXZ
spin S. It is lear from (52) that on the lattie only integer and nonnegative values an be
taken into aount for S. But on the ontinuum the denition of S is no more related to
the Bethe state (that is undened), instead it is given impliitly by (58). Then, a priori,
there are no arguments that onstrain its values to be integers. As shown in [41℄, the
half-integer hoie for S is neessary (and gives ompletely onsistent results) to desribe
odd numbers of partiles.
At this point the following physial interpretation an be proposed. It will be rened to
desribe the orrespondene with partiles. Also it will be supported by many arguments
that will be laried in the following:
• the physial vauum (Hamiltonian ground state) orresponds to absene of soures
(i.e. holes, omplex roots,...); all the soures are exitations on this vauum. Indeed,
it an be shown that they give positive ontribution to the energy, behaving as partile
exitations on a vauum state.
• for ω = 0 and at the various values of S this theory desribes the sine-Gordon/massive
Thirring model on a nite spae of size L; 2S is the topologial harge and an take
nonnegative integer values.
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• for the values
ω =
kπ
s
, k = 1, ..., q′ − 1 (68)
it desribes the quantum restritions of sine-Gordon model, i.e. the massive integrable
theory obtained perturbing the minimal models V ir(r, s) by the operator Φ(1,3).
• the real roots have disappeared from the ounting in the ontinuum limit. They
atually beome innite in number and are taken into aount by the integral term,
both in the NLIE and in the energy-momentum expression. They an be interpreted
as a sort of Dira sea on whih holes and omplex roots build partile exitations.
Note that the presene of holes or omplex roots, through the soure term g(ϑ|ϑj)
distorts the Dira sea too. This an be interpreted as vauum polarization due to
the presene of partiles.
Observe that it has been assumed that only nonnegative values of S are required to desribe
the whole Hilbert spae of the theory. Indeed the theory is assumed harge-onjugation
invariant. Then, negative topologial harge states have the same energy and momentum
as their harge onjugate states. The assumption that all the states an be desribed by the
NLIE is absolutely not trivial. A mathematial proof of this statement is not yet available,
but a number of spei ases supports this onjeture quite strongly.
6.7 The infrared limit of the NLIE and partile sattering
The rst task to understand the physis underlying the NLIE we have found, is to identify
the theory as a fatorized sattering, reonstruting the S-matrix.
In the IR limit l → ∞, the onvolution term in (64) vanishes exponentially fast, so it
an be dropped. Consider rst a state with NH holes only and XXZ spin S = NH/2.
Z(ϑ) = l sinh ϑ+
NH∑
j=1
χ(ϑ− hj) , Z(hj) = 2πIj (69)
Observe that the funtion χ an be written as
χ(ϑ) = −i log S++++(ϑ)
where S++++(ϑ) is the soliton-soliton sattering amplitude in sine-Gordon theory [32℄, if the
parameter p = π
γ
− 1 is identied with the one introdued in sG theory p = β2
8π−β2
. This
fat is not surprising: eq.(69) an be interpreted physially as a quantization of momenta
in a box, for a system of partiles interating with χ as logarithm of the S-matrix. The
fat that suh quantization is realized supports the interpretation of holes as solitons with
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rapidities hj . This is further evidened by onsidering the formula for the energy in suh
a ase. There too the integral term drops at IR, and the formula looks like
E =M
NH∑
j=1
cosh hj
whih is the energy of NH free partiles of massM. The identiation with the partiular
element S++++ of the S-matrix fores to give to these solitons a topologial harge +1 eah,
whih is onsistent with the interpretation that Q = 2S. To be orret, as S−−−− = S
++
++
an analogous interpretation is possible in terms of pure antisolitons, all with harge 1,
reeting the harge onjugation invariane of the theory.
Next state to onsider is two holes and a omplex pair. After some manipulation, the
soure terms an be arranged, thanks to some identities satised by χ funtions, in the
form
Z(ϑi) = l sinh (ϑi)− i logS−(ϑi − ϑj) = 2πIj , i , j = 1, 2
where
S−(ϑ) = −
sinh
(
ϑ+iπ
2p
)
sinh
(
ϑ−iπ
2p
)S++++(ϑ)
whih is the sattering amplitude of a soliton on an antisoliton in the parity-odd hannel.
The quantum numbers I+, I− of the two omplex roots are onstrained to be I± = ∓12 for
onsisteny of the IR limit. This state has S = 0. It must have topologial harge 0, again
onsistent with Q = 2S.
It is known that there are two independent sattering amplitudes for soliton - antisoliton
sattering (usually they are presented as transmission and reetion, here the alternative
basis of parity even and odd hannels is preferred). The even hannel is realized by the
state with two holes and a selfonjugate root
Z(ϑi) = l sinh (ϑi)− i logS+(ϑi − ϑj) = 2πIj , i , j = 1, 2
where
S+(ϑ) =
cosh
(
ϑ+iπ
2p
)
cosh
(
ϑ−iπ
2p
)S++++(ϑ)
whih is the soliton-antisoliton amplitude in the parity-even hannel.
Thus, the whole soliton sattering S-matrix of sG theory has been reonstruted. Note
that, aording to the ounting equation (58), in the repulsive regime these 3 possibilities
exhaust the possible ongurations with NH = 2.
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In the attrative regime one has also to onsider the breather partiles that appear as
soliton - antisoliton bound states. It turns out that the breathers are represented by self-
onjugate roots (1st breather) or by arrays of wide roots (higher breathers). Consisteny of
quantization at the IR limit onstrains these arrays to appear only when p < 1 dereases
under the threshold point p = 1/k for the k-th breather. Similar onsiderations to the
above lead to the hek that also the breather - soliton and breather - breather S-matrix
are orretly reprodued [40, 42℄.
NH = 1, 3 states have been examined too [41℄. In partiular the one partile states
give the orret desription of a single soliton (if δ = 1) or massive Thirring fermion (if
δ = 0). In the former ase, the partile an be at rest has quantum number Ih = 0. In the
latter, instead, the lowest possible quantum numbers, orresponding to the lowest possible
rapidities, are Ih = ±12 . There is atually a pair of states, in aordane with the fermion
having two omponents.
6.8 UV limit and vertex operators
This identiation gets more support if we onsider, for eah of the states desribed above,
the opposite l → 0 limit, where we expet to make ontat with the UV limit of sG/mTh
theory, i.e. with the c = 1 CFT desribed in setion 3.7. The UV alulations are usually
more diult to perform than the IR ones, as they involve onsidering the splitting of the
NLIE at UV into two independent left and right parts (as it should be in a good CFT!),
the so alled kink equations and then expressing the energy and momentum in losed form
in terms of these, thanks to a lemma presented in [26℄. For the details of this sort of
manipulations the reader is invited to onsult the thesis [30℄ where all the alulations are
done in detail. Here we present the main results and the physial insight they imply.
A rst important result is that the c = 1 CFT quantum number m (winding number),
whih is identied with the UV limit of the topologial harge, an be related unambigu-
ously to the XXZ spin by ±m = 2S. Of ourse, the ± reets the harge onjugation
invariane of the theory. Then, by examining the states we have already visited at IR, we
an establish a bridge between partile states and vertex operators of c = 1 theory.
1. The vauum state is the one with no holes of omplex roots: only the sea of real roots
is present. There are two possible hoies: δ = 0 or 1 (orresponding, if reinterpreted
as α = 0, π, to periodi and antiperiodi boundary onditions respetively). The
result of the UV alulation gives
for δ = 0 : ∆± = 0 i.e. I
for δ = 1 : ∆± = 1
8R2
i.e. V(±1/2,0)
i.e. the physial vauum is the one with δ = 0. The other state belongs, with
referene to g. 3, to the unphysial setor IV that never ontributes to make a loal
QFT at UV.
2. The two-soliton (two-hole) state, with the minimal rapidity hoie obtained with
the lowest possible (in absolute value) quantum numbers, gives
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(a) for δ = 0 and I1 = −I2 = 12 =⇒ ∆± = R
2
2
i.e. V(0,2).
(b) for δ = 1 and I1 = −I2 = 1 =⇒ a V(±1/2,2) desendent, not in UV sG spetrum,
as it also belongs to setor IV.
3. The symmetri soliton-antisoliton state (two holes and a self-onjugate root),
always with the minimal rapidity hoie
δ = 1, I1 = −I2 = 1 and I±c = 0 =⇒ ∆± = 12R2 i.e. V(±1,0)
4. The antisymmetri soliton-antisoliton state (two holes and a omplex pair)
δ = 0, I1 = I
−
c = −I2 = −I+c = 12 =⇒ ∆± = 12R2 i.e. V(±1,0)
It is obvious that these last two give two linearly independent ombinations of the
operators V(±1,0), one with even, the other with odd parity.
5. The one hole state with I = 0, δ = 1 =⇒ ∆± = 1
8R2
i.e. the vertex operator V(0,1),
belonging to setor II, thus giving more support to the 1 soliton interpretation. For
δ = 0 there are two minimal rapidity states with I = ±1
2
. They are identied with
the operators V(±1/2,±1). As these states belong to setor III, they are of fermioni
nature and atually one identies them with the omponents of the Thirring fermion.
6. The three holes state with I1 = 1, I2 = 0, I3 = −1 =⇒ V(0,3). Higher values of
quantum numbers give V(n,3), n ∈ Z
7. The three holes and lose pair state gives the rst nonhiral desendent of V(0,1).
These examples, taken all together, suggest a quantization rule (i.e a onsistent hoie of δ)
to obtain states whih are present in the UV spetrum of sine-Gordon or massive Thirring
theory. It looks like
Q + δ +Msc ∈ 2Z for Sine−Gordon
δ +Msc ∈ 2Z formassiveThirring (70)
where Msc is the number of selfonjugate roots. This selets setor I and II for sine-Gordon
states, and setors I and III for Thirring ones, as it should be from the disussion of setions
3.7 and 4.5. It always exludes setor IV, that does not ontain loal operators. All this is
in aordane with the orret interpretation of Coleman equivalene of Sine-Gordon and
Thirring models: even topologial harge setors are idential and the dierene of the
two models shows up only in the odd topologial harge setors, for whih the ontent of
Thirring must be fermioni while that of Sine-Gordon must be bosoni.
To onlude these remarks, we briey omment about speial objets that were in-
trodued in the lassiation of roots but never used later. Reall their denition: they
are roots or holes yi having Z
′(yi) < 0. Now, the funtion Z is globally monotonially
inreasing. Indeed its asymptotis for ϑ→ ±∞ are dominated by the term l sinh ϑ whih
is obviously monotonially inreasing. Also, for l large, this term dominates. Therefore at
IR the funtion Z is surely monotoni and no speial objets an appear. This is why we
have not onsidered them in the lassiation of states above. However, it an happen that
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at some ritial value lcrit of l, oming bak from IR towards UV, the onvergene of the it-
erative proedure breaks down, thus revealing that some singularity has been enountered.
For the saling funtion to be onsistently analytially ontinued after this singularity to
reah the UV regime, one needs to introdue modiations to the NLIE reating exatly
the ontributions that we have alled speial objets. A more areful analysis reveals that
these singularities are produed by the logarithm in the onvolution term going o its
fundamental branh. A detailed treatment of these objets an be found in [30℄.
6.9 Twisted NLIE and minimal models
It is a well known fat [43℄ that the perturbation of the Virasoro minimal model V ir(r, s)
by its relevant primary operator Φ(1,3) is integrable and is desribed by an RSOS restrition
of sine-Gordon theory with
p =
r
s− r . (71)
We will use for this model the shorthand notation V ir(r, s) + Φ(1,3). Al. Zamolodhikov
has put forward the idea of modifying sine-Gordon NLIE by a twist α [44℄ to deal with
onformal minimal models. It is to allow this sort of approah that sine the beginning we
have onsidered the light-one lattie onstrution with a twist ω that indued a twist α
in the NLIE. All the physis of sG/mTh model an be done with α = 0. Now we explore
the situation where α an take well hosen nonzero values implementing the redution and
allowing therefore the NLIE to desribe saling funtions of perturbed minimal models too.
Looking rst at the ground state, that in analogy with sine-Gordon is expeted to be a
sea of real roots, the soure in NLIE is put to zero and we hoose half-integer quantization
with δ = 0. The ultraviolet limit of the saling funtions an be omputed and gives
c˜ = 1− 6p
p+ 1
(α
π
)2
(72)
Only in the unitary models c˜ is the Virasoro entral harge. Using the rule suggested in
(68) for ω and the expression (65) for α gives: α = π/r. Then
c˜ = 1− 6
rs
,
whih is exatly the eetive entral harge c˜ = c−24∆min of the minimal model V ir(r, s).
Therefore one an expet that the twisted equation desribes the ground state of the model
V ir(r, s) + Φ(1,3). In fat, Fioravanti et al. [38℄ alulated these saling funtions for the
unitary ase s = r + 1 and showed that they math perfetly with the TBA preditions
already available. Moreover, hoosing the following values for the twist
α = ±kπ
r
, k = 1 . . . r − 1 (73)
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they obtained the onformal weights of the operators Φ(k,k) , k = 1 . . . r − 1 in the UV
limit (the sign hoie is just a matter of onvention). In our notation, Φ(q,q′) denotes the
primary eld with onformal weights
∆ = ∆¯ =
(qs− q′r)2 − (s− r)2
4sr
. (74)
The models V ir(r, s)+Φ(1,3) have exatly r−1 ground states. In fat, one an see from the
fusion rules that the matrix of the operator Φ(1,3) is blok diagonal with exatly r−1 bloks
in the Hilbert spae made up of states with the same left and right primary weights. In
eah of these bloks, there is exatly one ground state and for the unitary series s = r+1,
it was onjetured in [45℄ that their UV limits are the states orresponding to Φ(k,k). One
an hek that in the general non-unitary ase the twists (73) orrespond in the UV limit
to the lowest dimension operators among eah of the r − 1 dierent bloks of primaries
(see expliit examples later).
These ground states are degenerate in innite volume, but for nite l they split; their
gaps deay exponentially as l → ∞. In the unitary ase, they were rst analyzed in the
ontext of the NLIE in [38℄ where it was shown that the NLIE preditions perfetly math
with the TBA results already available for the unitary series.
Ground states for non-unitary models have been treated in [42℄. The simplest example
is the saling Lee-Yang model V ir(2, 5) + Φ(1,3), for whih
MB = 2M sin πp
2
=
√
3M
is the mass of the fundamental partile of the Lee-Yang model (this is more natural here
than using the mass M of the soliton of the unrestrited sine-Gordon model as a sale,
sine the soliton disappears entirely from the spetrum after RSOS restrition). Call
lB = MBL =
√
3l
where l is the variable appearing in NLIE. There is only one independent value of the twist
α =
π
2
.
There is only one ground state in this model, whih orresponds to the primary eld
with onformal weights
∆ = ∆¯ = −1
5
,
All the models of the lass V ir(2, 2n+ 1) + Φ(1,3) have only one ground state. For models
with two ground states, we an take a look at V ir(3, 5) (V ir(3, 7) was also taken into
aount in [42℄). For V ir(3, 5) the ultraviolet spetrum is dened by the following Ka
table, where the weight of the eld Φ(k,l) is found in the k-th row and l-th olumn.
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0 1/20 1/5 3/4
3/4 1/5 1/20 0
The two bloks of the perturbing operator Φ(1,3) are dened by the elds {Φ(1,2) , Φ(1,4)}
and {Φ(1,1) , Φ(1,3)}, respetively. The ground states orrespond in the UV to the operators
Φ(1,2) and Φ(1,1), as an be heked diretly using formulae (72), (71) and (73).
Now we turn our attention to exited states over these minimal model vaua. We
restrit ourselves to the ase of neutral (i.e. S = 0) states. Even for states with a zero
harge the relation between α and ω is highly nontrivial.
It is quite easy to show that hoosing the value of ω as
ω =
kπ
p+ 1
where k is integer, we an reprodue all the required values of α listed in equation (73).
The twisted lattie Bethe Ansatz was analyzed by de Vega and Giaomini in [46℄. On the
lattie, passing from the sine-Gordon model to the perturbed Virasoro model amounts to
going from the six-vertex model to a lattie RSOS model. In [46℄ it was shown that to
obtain all the states of the RSOS model it is neessary to take all the twists
ω =
kπ
p+ 1
mod π
into aount. The fat that not all these twists orrespond to inequivalent values of α and
so to dierent physial states is a onsequene of the RSOS trunation.
We remark that the parameter α drops out of the seond determination of Z in the
attrative regime. This is important beause as a onsequene the IR asymptotis of the
breather states do not depend on α and so the S-matries involving breathers are un-
hanged. In fat, sattering amplitudes between solitons and breathers remain unhanged
too. This mathes with the fat that the RSOS restrition from sine-Gordon theory to per-
turbed minimal models does not modify sattering amplitudes that involve two breathers
or a breather and soliton [43℄.
Let us start by examining the saling Lee-Yang model V ir(2, 5)+Φ(1,3). Sine we have
a single ground state, there are no kinks in the spetrum. We x the value of α as above, so
we still have a freedom of hoosing δ. This an be done by mathing to the UV dimensions:
if for a ertain state we hoose the wrong value of δ, we nd a onformal dimension that
is not present in the Ka table of the model.
The exited states are multi-partile states of the rst breather of the orresponding
unrestrited sine-Gordon model, whih has p = 2
3
. One an alulate the state ontaining
one partile at rest. It turns out that as we derease l, the self-onjugate root starts
moving to the right. It does not remain in the middle like in the α = 0 ase, whih is
to be expeted sine for nonzero α we have no left/right symmetry. However, the total
momentum of the state still remains zero due to a ontribution from the integral term in
momentum equation (67). We have here an example of the phenomenon of the appearane
of the speial root and its two aompanying holes: the numerial iteration breaks down
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at around lcrit = 2.5. For l < lcrit the NLIE must be orreted by the introdution of this
speial root and the two aompanying holes (whih are not speial). They must be taken
into aount to ompute the UV limit orretly. Notie that the two holes thus introdued
do not have any ounterpart at IR and it is not possible to give them any interpretation as
partiles. Their quantum numbers annot be freely hosen. They are onstrained to take
the same value of the quantum number of the speial root, whih in turn is xed by the
onstraints of the problem.
We know that the Lee-Yang model ontains only two primary elds, the identity I and
the eld ϕ with left/right onformal weights 1/5. In fat, the ground state of the massive
model orresponds to ϕ in the UV limit. For the one partile state, it turns out that the
speial root and one of the holes move to the left together with the self-onjugate root,
while the other hole moves to the right. This gives, after the kink NLIE alulations are
done, ∆ = ∆¯ = 0, i.e. the identity operator I, as expeted from TCSA in [33℄.
Let us look now at moving breathers. If the self-onjugate root has Bethe quantum
number I = 1, the orresponding state will have momentum quantum number 1, i.e.
P =
2π
R
,
and in the UV ∆ − ∆¯ = 1. No speial root appears here. The reason is that the self-
onjugate root moves to the left and the real part of its position ϑ is given to leading order
by
sinh(ℜe ϑ) ∼ −2πI
lB
.
As a result, the ontribution to the derivative of Z from the l sinh ϑ term remains nite
when l → 0. In the previous example of the partile at rest the left-moving nature of the
self-onjugate root when I = 0 does not prevent the ourrene of the breakdown in the
iteration sheme: sine its Bethe quantum number is zero, it does not move fast enough
to the left in order to balane the negative ontribution to derivative of Z oming from
the self-onjugate root soure. At the moment we have no way of prediting analytially
whether or not there will be speials in the UV limit: we just use the numerial results to
establish the onguration for the evaluation of UV weights, supplemented with a study
of the self-onsisteny of the solution of the kink equation. The UV dimensions for the
moving breather turn out to orrespond to the state L−1ϕ.
One an similarly ompute the UV dimensions for some other exited states. For
example, the two-partile states with half-integer Bethe quantum numbers I1 > 0, I2 < 0
for the two self-onjugate roots are found to have
∆ = −1
5
+ I1 +
1
2
, ∆¯ = −1
5
− I2 + 1
2
,
whih shows that they orrespond in the UV to desendent states of ϕ. The rst suh state
with quantum numbers
I1 =
1
2
, I2 = −1
2
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orresponds to L−1L¯−1ϕ.
The lowest lying three-partile state of zero momentum, with Bethe quantum numbers
(−1, 0, 1) orresponds to the left/right symmetri seond desendent of the identity eld,
i.e. to the eld T T¯ , where T denotes the energy-momentum tensor. This is very interesting,
sine from experiene with NLIE UV alulations one would naively expet this to be a
rst desendent (desendent numbers are usually linked to the sum of Bethe quantum
numbers of left/right moving partiles and this state is the lowest possible desendent of
the identity I). However, the eld L−1L¯−1I is well-known to be a null eld in any onformal
eld theory. It seems from this example that NLIE is lever enough to avoid null vetors
in minimal models, but of ourse more investigation is needed in this respet.
The above orrespondenes are onrmed by omparing to TCSA data (see the won-
derful gures in [33℄). In general, one an establish the rule that states with odd number
of partiles must be quantized by integers (δ = 1), while those ontaining even number of
partiles must be quantized by half-integers (δ = 0) in order to reprodue orretly the
spetrum of the saling Lee-Yang model.
We onduted similar studies for the models V ir(2, 7)+Φ(1,3) and V ir(2, 9)+Φ(1,3) and
found similarly good agreement with TCSA data. For the rst one-partile state of the
model V ir(2, 7)+Φ(1,3) we also heked our results against the TBA data in the numerial
tables of [36℄ and found agreement with the TBA results.
Given the hoie of α above, the orret rule of quantization in all of the models
V ir(2, 2n+ 1) + Φ(1,3) is
δ +Msc ∈ 2Z
where Msc is the number of self-onjugate roots in the soure orresponding to the state.
This is exatly the same rule as the one established for pure sine-Gordon theory in [28℄. In
the presene of the twist, suh a rule of ourse has meaning only together with a denite
onvention for the hoie of α.
It is interesting to note that in the ase of V ir(3, n) models, all the neutral states must
ome in two opies, sine they an be built on top of either of the two ground states. We
take the example of the V ir(3, 7) model and the states orresponding to a breather at rest.
We have p = 3
4
, but now there are two inequivalent values for the twist
α =
π
3
,
2π
3
.
When α = 0, we an estimate the ritial value of l where speials appear to be lcrit = 5.23.
In this ase, the twist helps a bit, beause it makes the self-onjugate root a left mover; it
is intuitively lear that the bigger the twist, the more it lowers the eventual value of lcrit.
From TCSA data one an identify that breather #1 is really the one-partile state in the
setor of ground state #1 (α = π/3), while breather #2 is in the setor over ground state
#2 (α = 2π/3).
A diret alulation of the onformal weights gives
3
28
for breather #1 and 0 for breather
#2, whih are in omplete agreement with TCSA data. We also heked the two dierent
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states ontaining two breathers with Bethe quantum numbers I1 =
1
2
, I2 = −12 , and
found an equally exellent numerial agreement with TCSA. Just like in the ase of sine-
Gordon and saling Lee-Yang model, for these states one an ontinue the iteration of
the NLIE down to any small value of l, although at the expense of a growing number of
neessary iterations to ahieve the presribed preision.
7 Conlusions
We have shown how the nonlinear integral equation dedued from the light one lattie
model of [22℄ desribes exatly the Finite Size Eets of the sine-Gordon/massive Thirring
theory, taking into aount exited states too. The most important results are summarized
as follows:
1. By examining the infrared limits of the equation it has been shown that it leads to
the orret two-partile S-matries for both sattering states and bound states;
2. By omputing the UV onformal weights from the NLIE we have shown that the
energy-momentum spetrum is onsistent with the UV one of sG/mTh theory only
if we hoose the parameter δ (i.e. the quantization rule) as indiated in (70).
3. The preditions of the NLIE have been veried by omparing them to results oming
from the TCSA approah (for sG/mTh).
4. The framework required to deal with minimal models perturbed by Φ(1,3) is built up.
Many examples and numerial/analytial heks are given for the ground state in the
unitary [38℄ and non unitary ases.
5. All the onformal dimensions an be reprodued (Ka table) with a onvenient hoie
of the twist (73). The partiular relation suggested in [47℄ is not enough to desribe
the whole spetrum.
6. The IR omputations reprodue orretly the S-matrix of perturbed minimal models
(at list in the ases not involving kinks), beause the p < 1 seond determination
drops the twist.
7. Numerial alulations (TCSA) of onrete examples and omparison with TBA
where possible, give a strong evidene for the orretness of the energy levels de-
rived from the twisted NLIE for exited states, both for the full sG/mTh model and
for the Restrited models.
The understanding of (twisted) sine-Gordon NLIE and of the nite size behaviour of
the ontinuum theory dened from the NLIE (64) is not quite omplete. Indeed some
open questions have not an answer yet and further interesting developments may be fore-
ast. We lose this review by pointing to possible interesting questions that need further
investigation.
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1. Is the set of saling funtions provided by the NLIE omplete i.e. an we nd to every
sG/mTh or minimal model state a solution of the NLIE desribing its nite volume
behaviour? The main diulty in this ounting problem is that the struture of
the solutions is highly dependent on the value of the oupling onstant  onsider
e.g. the appearane of speial soures.
2. The multi-kink states harateristi of the perturbed minimal models (exept for the
series V ir(2, 2n+1)) have been omitted in the analysis performed in the last setion.
Although the general treatment is valid for suh states too, a detailed desription is
far more ompliated than for states whih ontain only breathers and is left open
to further studies.
3. There is also an unresolved tehnial diulty, namely that the soure onguration
of the NLIE may hange as we vary the volume parameter l. Typially what hap-
pens is that while the ounting funtion Z is monotoni on the real axis for large
volume, this may hange as we lower the value of l and so-alled speial soures
(and aompanying holes) may appear. We do not as yet have any onsistent and
tratable numerial iteration sheme to handle this situation, although the analyti
UV alulations and intuitive arguments show that the appearane of these terms in
the NLIE is onsistent with all expetations oming from the known properties of
perturbed CFT. In addition, in the range of l where we an iterate the NLIE with-
out diulty, our numerial results show perfet agreement with TCSA. We want
to emphasize that these transitions are not physial: the ounting funtion Z and
the energy of the state are expeted to vary analytially with the volume. It is just
their desription by the NLIE with requires a modiation of soure terms. As it was
pointed out also in [27, 28℄, the whole issue is related to the hoie of the branh of
the logarithmi term in the NLIE (64).
4. The problem pointed out at the previous point is very similar to the behaviour of sin-
gularities enountered in the study of the analyti ontinuation of the TBA equation
[36℄ and we an hope that establishing a loser link between the two approahes an
help to larify the situation. From the form of the soure terms in the NLIE it seems
likely that the exited state equations an be obtained by an analyti ontinuation
proedure analogous to the one used in TBA [36℄ to obtain the exited state TBA
equations. Certain features of the arrangement of the omplex roots in the attrative
regime and their behaviour at breather thresholds also point into this diretion. This
is an interesting question to investigate, beause it an shed light on the organization
of the spae of states and an lead loser to solving the ounting problem desribed
above.
5. Even if on the lattie the Bethe vetors given in (3) ompletely desribe the Hilbert
spae of the XXZ hain, the form of eigenvetors for ontinuum energy and momen-
tum is ompletely unknown. This fat reets the unresolved question of the form
of energy and momentum eigenvetors for the minkowskian sine-Gordon theory (the
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Faddeev-Zamolodhikov algebra is only a phenomenologial piture). Also the deter-
mination of orrelation funtions is in an early stage, although in reent publiations
[48℄ expliit expressions for the eld 〈eiaϕ〉 and its desendent are given.
6. The extension of light-one approah and NLIE to other QFT models is in progress.
An interesting extension is the desription of nite volume spetrum of Zhiber-
Mikhailov-Shabat model (imaginary Bullough-Dodd). A rst suggestion in this di-
retion, even if is obtained in a ompletely dierent approah, reently appeared in
the [49℄, for the ground state. Early attempts to get the exited states an be found
in [50℄. Extensions to vertex models based on higher rank simply-laed Lie Algebras
have also been investigated [51, 47℄ and should orrespond  a detailed analysis has
not been done yet  to the solitoni (imaginary oupling) ane Toda Field Theories.
The seond and fourth points are important beause their investigation may lead loser to
understanding the relation between the TBA and the NLIE approahes. It is quite likely
that establishing a onnetion between the two methods would failitate the development
of both and may point to some ommon underlying struture.
As a nal remark, let us mention an appliation of the NLIE to a hemial ompound,
i.e. opper Benzoate (Cu(C6D5COO)2 ·3D2O). Its spei heat has been omputed in [19℄
using the vauum untwisted (α = 0) NLIE, where the nite size L is the inverse temperature
L = (kBT )
−1
. This orresponds to do equilibrium thermodynamis of sine-Gordon model.
It is urious to notie that in that ontext the NLIE is alled Thermal Bethe Ansatz,
emphasizing the well known relation between statistial mehanis and QFT. Exatly in a
similar ontest (Heisenberg ferromagnet model) the original Bethe Ansatz [37℄ was born.
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